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The ideas of this book have grown from the soil of a
philosophic movement which, though confined to small
groups, is spread over the whole world. American pragmatists and behaviorists,English logistic epistemologists,
Austrian positivists, German representativesof the analysis of science,and Polish logisticians are the main groups
to which is due the origin of that philosophic movement
which we now call "logistic empiricism." The movement
is no longerrestrictedto its first centers,and its representatives are to be found today in many other countriesas well
in France, Italy, Spain, Turkey, Finland, Denmark, and
elsewhere.Though there is no philosophic system which
trnites these groups, there is a common property of ideas,
principles, criticisms, and working methods-all charactcrized by their common descent from a strict disavowal
of the metaphor languageof metaphysicsand from a subrrrissionto the postulatesof intellectual discipline. It is the
intention of uniting both the empiricist conceptionof modcrn scienceand the formalistic conceptionof logic, such as
cxpressedin logistic, which marks the working program
of this philosophicmovement.
Since this book is written with the same intentions, it
rrrirybc asked how such a new attempt at a foundation of
krgistic empiricism can be justified. Many things indeed
will bc found in this book which have been said before by
ot lrcrs,such as the physicalisticconceptionof languageand
tlrc irrrportanceattributed to linguistic analysis,the conrrt'r'tiorr of meaning and verifiability, and the behavioristic
,,'rr<'r'lrtion
of psychology.This fact may in part be justi-
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fied by the intention of giving a report of those results
which may beconsideredtoday as a securedpossession
of the
philosophicmovement described;however, this is not the
sole intention. If the present book enters once more into
the discussionof thesefundamental problems,it is because
former investigationsdid not sufficientlytake into account
one concept which penetratesinto all the logical relations
constructed in these domains: that is, the concept of
probability. It is the intention of this book to show the
fundamental place which is occupied in the system of
knowledge by this concept and to point out the consequencesinvolved in a considerarionof the probability character of knowledge.
The idea that knowledge is an approximative system
which will never become "true" has been acknowledged
by almost all writers of the empiricist group; but never
have the logical consequences
of this idea been sufficiently
realized. The approximative characterof sciencehas been
consideredas a necessaryevil, unavoidableflorall practical
knowledge,but not to be counted among the essentialfeatures of knowledge;the probability elementin sciencewas
taken as a provisional feature, appearing in scientific investigationas long as it is on the path of discoverybut disappearing in knowledge as a definitive system. Thus a
fictive definitive system of knowledgewas made the basis
of epistemologicalinquiry, with the result that the schematized character of this basis was soon forgotten, and the
fictive construction was identified with the actual system.
It is one of the elementary laws of approximative procedure that the consequences
drawn from a schematized
conception do not hold outside the limits of the approximation; that in particular no consequences
may be drawn
from features belonging to the nature of the schematization only and not to the co-ordinatedobiect. Mathema-

ticians know that for many a purpose the number T may
be sufficiently approximated by the value 22/7; to infer
from this, however, that zr is a rational number is by no
means permissible.Many of the inferencesof traditional
epistemologyand of positivism as well, I must confess,do
not appear much better to me. It is particularly the
domain of the verifiability conception of meaning and of
questions connectedwith it, such as the problem of the
existenceof external things, which has been overrun with
paralogismsof this type.
The conviction that the key to an understandingof scientific method is containedwithin the probability problem
grew stronger and stronger with me in the face of such
basic mistakes. This is the reasonwhy, for a long time, I
renounced a comprehensivereport of my epistemological
views, although my special investigations into different
problems of epistemology demanded a construction of
foundations different from those constructed by some of
my philosophical friends. I concentrated my inquiry on
the problem of probability which demanded at the same
time a mathematical and a logical analysis. It is only after
having traced out a logistic theory of probability, including a solution of the problerfrof induction, that I turn now
to an application of theseideasto questionsof a more general epistemologicalcharacter. As my theory of probability has beenpublished for someyears,it was not necessary
to presentit with all mathematical detailsonce more in the
present book; the fifth chapter, however, gives an abbreviated report of this theory-a report which seemed
necessaryas the probability book has been published in
German only.
It is this combinationof the resultsof my investigations
on probability rvith the ideas of an empiricist and logistic
conceptionof knowledgewhich I here present as lny con-
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tributiori to the discussion of logistic empiricism. The
growth of this movement seems to me sufficientlv ad_
vanced to enter upon a level of higher approximation; and
what I proposeis that the form of this new phaseshould be
a probabilistic empiricism. If the continuation suggested
comesto contradict some ideasso far consideredas estab_
lished, particularly by positivist writers, the reader will
bear in mind that this criticism is not offered with the in_
tention of diminishing the historicalmerits of thesephiloso_
phers. On the contrary, I am glad to have an occaiion for
expressingmy indebtednessto many a writer whose opin_
ions I cannot wholly share. I think, however, that the
clarificationof the foundationsof our common conceptions
is the most urgent task within our philosophicmoviment
and that u'e should not recoil from frankly admitting the
insufficienciesof former results-even if they still find defenderswithin our ranks.
The ideas of this book have been discussedin lectures
and seminarsat the University of Istanbul. I welcomethe
opportunity to expressmy warmest thanks to friends and
students here in Istanbul for their active interest which

ters and reading of proofs I am grateful to Miss Sheila
Anderson,of the English High School at Istanbul; to ProfessorCharles W. Morris, Mr. Lawrence K. Townsend, Jr.,
and Mr. Rudolph C. Waldschmidt, of the University of
Chicago; to Mr. Max Black, of the Institute of Education
of the University of London; and to Miss Eleanor Bisbee,
of Robert Collegeat Istanbul.
HeNs REIcrrEr'rsacH
[Jnrvrnsrry
or Isrewrul
TunrEy
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MEANING
$ t. tne three tasks of epistemology
Every theory of knowledge must start from knowledge
as a given sociological fact. The system of knowledge as
it has been built up by generationsof thinkers, the methods of acquiring knowledge used in former times or used
in our day, the aims of knowledgeas they are expressedby
the procedureof scientific inquiry, the languagein which
knowledgeis expressed-all aregiven to us in the sarneway
as any other sociologicalfact, such as social customsor religious habits or political institutions. The basisavailable
for the philosopher does not differ from the basis of the
sociologist or psychologist; this follows from the fact that,
if knowledgewere not incorporated in books and speeches
and human actions,we never would know it. Knowledge,
therefore, is a very concrete'thing; and the examination
into its properties means stupying the featuresof a sociological phenomenon.
We shall call the first task of epistemology its descriptiue task-the task of giving a description of knorvledge as
it really is. It follows, then, that epistemologyin this respect forms a part of sociology. But it is only a special
group of questions concerning the sociologicalphenomenon "knowledge" which constitutes the domain of epistemology. There are such questionsas "What is the meaning of the concepts used in knowledge?" "What are the
presuppositionscontained in the method of science?"
"How do we know whether a sentenceis true, and do we
know that at all?" and manyothers; and although, indeed,
J
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thesequestionsconcern the sociologicalphenomenon"science," they are of a very special type as compared with
the form of questionsoccurring in generalsociology.
What makes this difference?It is usually said that this
is a differenceof internal and external relations between
those human utterances the whole of which is called
"knowledge." f nternal relations are such as belong to the
content of knowledge,which must be realized if we want
to understand knowledge,whereasexternal relations combine knowledgewith utterancesof another kind which do
not concern the content of knowledge. Epistemology,
then, is interested in internal relations only, whereas
sociology,though it may partly considerinternal relations,
always blends them with external relationsin which this
scienceis also interested. A sociologist,for instance,might
report that astronomersconstruct huge observatoriescontaining telescopesin order to watch the stars, and in such
a way the internal relation between telescopesand stars
enters into a sociologicaldescription. The report on contemporary astronomy begun in the precedingsentence
might be continued by the statement that astronomersare
frequently musical men, or that they belongin generalto
the bourgeoisclassofsociety; ifthese relationsdo not inter'st epistemology,it is becausethey do not enter into the
content of science-they arewhat we call externalrelations.
Although this distinction does not furnish a sharp line
of demarcation,we may use it for a first indication of the
design of our investigations. We may then say the descriptive task of epistemologyconcernsthe internal structure of knowledgeadil not the external featureswhich appear to an observerwho takes no.notice of its content.
lVe must add now a seconddistinction which concerns
psychology. The internal structure of knowledge is the
system of connectionsas it is followed in thinking. From

',rrr'lr;r rlc{irition we might be tempted to infer that episte_
rrr,'l'gy is the giving of a descriptionof thinking pro."rr".;
lrrrt tlrrrt would be entirely efroneous.There ii
ereui
"
,lrll.r'r'rrcc
betweenthe system of logical intercon,.,..iions
,'l rlrorrghrand the actualway in which thinking processes
,rr,. grt.rfirrmed.
The psychologicaloperationsof thinkine
rttr' t'itrlrcrvague and fuctuating processes;they almosi
rrlvt.r'l<ccp
to the ways prescribedby logic anclmay even
rliiP whrle groupsof operationswhich would be neededfor
r{rnrl)lcteexpositionof the subject in question.That is
'r
v,rli,l lirr thinking in daily life, as well ai for the mental
prr( ('(lrrre
of a man of science,
who is confrontedby the task
,'l lrrrrlirrg
logicalinterconnections
betweendivergentideas
rrlr,rrrrrcwlyobservedfacts; the scientificgenius-has
never
It'lr lr,rrrrclto the narrow steps and p..r.iib.d coursesof
lnpirt
irl rcasoning.It vrouldbe, therefore,a vain attempt to
r,r*,r'rtct ;r theory of knowledgewhich is at the ,o-. ti-.
l,'gi,,rllycompleteand in strict correspondence
with the
lrrlogicalprocesses
of thoueht.
1'r1,t
'l'lrr.only
way to escapethis-difficultyis to distineuish
r rrr'lrrllythc task of epistemologyfrom that of psychology.
l'1ri:,tcrrrology
doesnot regard the processes
of thinking-in
tlr,'rr;rt'trraloccurrence;this task is entirely left to psychol_
,,1ry.\\ hlt epistemologyintends is to collstruct thinkine
(.:isL.s
in a way in which they ought to occur if they ar!
1,r,,(
t.' lr1'r",',*"clin a consistentsystem;or to constructiusti_
h,rlrl.st'rso[operationswhich can be intercalatedbei*een
tlrr' ,,t;rrlirrg-point
and the issueof thought_processes,
re_
l,l,r,lrll tlrc real intermediate Iinks. Epistemology thus
r lrr',trlcl'S
ir logical substitute rather than real p-'..rr.s.
f,r'r rlri* l'gical substitute the term rational reconstruction
Ir,r',l,,.r.nirrtroduced;'itseemsan appropriatephraseto indi_
' l l r , l r r ttt t,t/i or ttl e , \ -a c h k a n s t ru k t i o z w a s u s e d b y C a rn a p
t..t ,,,.1,, l l ,l t tl l c r l i n a n d L c i p z i g , 1 9 2 g ).
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cate the task of epistemologyin its specificdifferencefrom
the task of psychology. Many false objections and misunderstandingsof modern epistemologyhave their source
in not separating these two tasks; it will, therefore,never
be a permissibleobjection to an epistemologicalconstruction that actual thinking does not conform to it.
In spite of its being performedon a fictive construction,
we must retain the notion of the descriptive task of
epistemology. The construction to be given is not arbitrary; it is bound to actual thinking by the postulate of
correspondence.It is even, in a certain sense,a better way
of thinking than actual thinking. In being set before the
rational reconstruction,we have the feeling that only now
do we understand what we think; and we admit that the
rational reconstructionexpresseswhat we mean, properly
speaking. It is a remarkable psychologicalfact that there
is such an advance toward understanding one's own
thoughts, the very fact which formed the basis of the
mdeutic of Socrates and which has remained since that
time the basis of philosophicalmethod; its adequate scientific expressionis the principle of rational reconstruction.
If a more convenientdeterminationof this conceptof rational reconstructionis wanted, we might say that it corresponds to the form in which thinking processesare communicated to other personsinstead of the form in which
they are subjectively performed. The way, for instance,in
which a mathematician publishesa new demonstration,or
a physicist his logical reasoningin the foundation of a new
theory, would almost correspond to our concept of rational reconstruction; and the well-known difference between the thinker's way of finding this theorem and his
way of presenting it before a public may illustrate the
differencein question. I shall introduce the terms contextof

g 1. THE THREE TASKS
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discoaeryand context of justifcation to mark this distinction. Then we have to say that epistemologyis only occupied in constructing the context of justification. But even
the way of presenting scientific rheories is only an approximation to what we mean by the context of justification. Even in the written form scientificexpositionsdo not
always correspondto the exigenciesof logic or suppressthe
traces of subjective motivation from which they started.
If the presentationof the theory is subjected to an exact
epistemologicalscrutiny, the verdict becomesstill more
runfavorable.For scientific language,being destined like
the languageofdaily life for practical purposes,containsso
many abbreviations and silently tolerated inexactitudes
that a logician will never be fully contenr with the form of
scientificpublications. Our comparison,however, may at
leastindicatethe way in which we want to have thinking
replacedby justifiable operationsl and it may also show
that the rational reconstruction of knowledge belongs to
the descriptivetask of epistemology. It is bound to factual
knowledgein the sameway that the expositionof a theory
is bound to the actual thoughts of its author.
In addition to its descriptive task, epistemologyis concerned with another purpose which may be called its
ritical task. The system of knowledge is criticized; it is
.iudged in respect of its validity and its reliability. This
task is already partially performed in the rational reconstruction, for the fictive set of operationsoccurring here is
chosenfrom the point of view of justifiability; we replace
;rctual thinking by such operationsas are justifiable, that
is, as can be demonstratedas valid. But the tendencyto
rcrrrain in correspondencewith actual thinking must be
scgrarated
from the tendency to obtain valid thinking; and
so we have to distinguish betweenthe descriptiveand the
t'ritical task. Both collaboratein the rational reconstruc-

MEANING
tion. It may even happen that the description of knowledge leads to the result that certain chains of thoughts, or
operations,cannot be justified; in other words, that even
the rational reconstructioncontainsunjustifiablechains,or
that it is not possibleto intercalate a justifiable chain between the starting-point and the issueof actual thinking.
This caseshows that the descriptive task and the critical
task are different; although description,as it is here meant,
is not a copy of actual thinking but the construction of an
equivalent, it is bound by the postulate of correspondence
and may exposeknowledge to criticism.
The critical task is what is frequently called analysis oJ
science;and as the term "logic" expressesnothing else,at
least if we take it in a sensecorrespondingto its use, we
may speak here of the logic of science. The well-known
problems of logic belong to this domain; the theory of the
syllogismwas built up to justify deductive thinking by reducing it to certain justifiable schemesof operation, and
the modern theory of the tautological character of logical
formulas is to be interpreted as a justification of deductive
thinking as conceivedin a more general form. The question of the synthetic a priori, which has played so important a role in the history of philosophy, also falls into
this frame; and so doesthe problem of inductive reasoning,
which has given rise to more than one "inquiry concerning
human understanding." Analysis of sciencecomprehends
all the basic problems of traditional epistemology; it is,
therefore, in the foreground of consideration when we
speak of epistemology.
The inquiries of our book will belong,for the most part,
to the samedomain. Before entering upon them, however,
we may mention a result of rather generalcharacterwhich
has been furnished by previous investigationsof this kind
-a result concerning a distinction without which ihe
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pxr('('stsof scientific knowledge cannot be understood.
Scierrtilicmethod is not, in every step of its procedure,
rlirct'tc<lby the principle of validity; there are other steps
wlrit'lr htve the character of volitional decisions.It is this
rlixtirrctionwhich we must emphasizeat the very begirrrrirrgof epistemologicalinvestigations. That the idea of
lrrrtlr, or validity, has a directive infuence in scientific
tlrinking is obvious and has at all times been noticed by
elrixtcrnologists.That there are certain elementsof knowi-

hrrown to philosophical investigators. The presentation
nl tlrc volitional decisions contained in the system of
hrrowlctlgeconstitutes, therefore, an integral part of the
rt'itit'll task of epistemology.To give an example of voli_
ttorrrrf<lccisions,we may point to the so-called conaen_
lt.tttt.r,
c.g., the convention concerning the unit of length,
tltr rlccimalsystem, etc. But not all convention,
"rJ.o

lEkcn, rrntil that time, as having a truth-character; HelmIt,,ltr' <liscoveryof the arbitrariness of the definition of
rlr,rtiirl congruence,Einstein's discovery of the relativity
ll rirrrrlraneity, signify the recognition that what was
rleerrrcrla statement is to be replaced by a decision. To
firrrl orrt all the points at which decisionsare involved is
r,rtr.r,l'thcmost important tasks of epistemology.
'l'lrc conventions
form a specialclassof decisions;they
f elrf('ccnt a choice between equiaalent conceptions. The
rlrllr.r'ort systems of weights and measuresconstitute a

t0
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good example of such an equivalence;they illustrate the
fact that the decisionin favor of a certain convention does
not influence the content of knowledge. The examples
chosenfrom the theory of spaceand time previously mentioned are likewise to be ranked among conventions.
There are decisionsof another characterwhich do not lead
to equivalent conceptionsbut to divergent systems; they
may be called uolitionalbifurcations. Whereas a convention
may be comparedto a choicebetweendifferent ways leading to the same place, the volitional bifurcation resembles
a bifurcation of ways which will never meet again. There
are somevolitional bifurcations of an important character
which stand at the very entrance of science: these are
decisionsconcerningthe aim of science.What is the purpose of scientific inquiry? This is, logically speaking, a
question not of truth-character but of volitional decision,
and the decisiondeterminedby the answerto this question
belongsto the bifurcation type. If anyonc tells us that he
studies sciencefor his pleasureand to fill his hours of leisure,we cannotraisethe objectionthat this reasoningis "a
false statemsnl"-i1 is no statement at all but a decision,
and everybody has the right to do what he wants. \\'e may
object that such a determination is opposedto the normal
use of words and that what he calls the aim of scienceis
generallycalledthe aim of play-this would be a true statement. This statement belongs to the descriptive part of
epistemology;*. .a*nshow th-atin booksand dir.or'tisesthe
word "science" is always connected with "discovering
truthr" sometimesalso with "foreseeingthe future." But,
Iogically speaking,'this is a matter of volitional decision.
It is obvious that this decisionis not a convention because
the two conceptionsobtained by different postulatesconcerning the aims of scienceare not equivalent; it is a bifurcation. Or take a question as to the meaning of a certain
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r orrccf)t-S3/; causality, or truth, or meaning itself.
l,,,gicallyspeakingthis is a questionof a decisionconcernrrrg thc limitation of a concept,although, of course,the
of sciencehas already decidedabout this limitaI'r'ircricc
ti,rrrin a rather preciseway. In such a case,it must be
r rrrcfrrllyexaminedwhether the decisionin question is a
r,)nvcntionor a bifurcation. The limitation of a concept
rrrrrylrc of a conventionalcharacter,i.e., different limitatrrnri n)lrylead to equivalentsystems.
'l'lrc characterof being true or false belongsto statern('rrtsonly, not to decisions.We can, however, co-ordirr,rtcwith a decisioncertainstatementsconcerningit; and,
rrlrovr:irll, there are two types of statementswhich must
l','.,,rrsi,.lered.
The first one is a statementof the type we
h-n,,'irlrcadymentioned;it states which decisionscience
irr pracfice.It belongsto descriptiveepistemologyand
rr,,,'s
of a sociological
rq, tlrt'rr'ftrre,
character.We may say that
,,rrl('s
ff
rm ol,jectJact, 1.e.,a fact belonging to the sphere
,'f tlrt' olrjectsof knowledg:r' a sociologicalfact being of
tlrrr t ypc. It is, of course,the sametype of fact with which
r.rlrn'irlsciencedeals. The secondstatementconcernsthe
lirrt tlrut, logicallyspeaking,there is a decisionand not a
qfirf('llr('nt; this kind of fact.may be called a logical
fact.
l'lr,'r'r'is no contradictionin speakinghere of a fact con,,'rrrirr11
it clecisionlalthough a decisionis not a fact, its
r lr,rr,rtrt'r of beinga decisionis a fact anJ may be expressed
ln ;r .it;rt('n)ent.
That becomesobvious by the cognitional
,lt,u,,,t('r of such a statement;the statementmay be right
lr \rturrp',:rncl
in somecasesthe wrong Statementhas been
rrr,rrrrt,rinctl
for centuries,whereasthe right statementwas
rller,r'r'r'r'tl
only recently. The given examplesof Helm' I l rr t r r rrr "obj ccti ve fact" t ak en i n the ori gi nal s ens eof the w ord "obj ec ,r,
' *,,rrl ,l r x;rrt:ssthe same poi nt; but w e av oi d i t, as the w ord "obj ec ti v e"
:'rgg,.rc,rrr,,1'1'osi ti onto "subj ec ti v er" an oppos i ti on w hi c h w e do not i ntend,
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holtz' and Einstein's theoriesof spaceand time may illustrate this. But the kind of fact maintained here does not
belongto the sphereofthe objectsofscience,and so we call
it a logical fact. It will be one of our tasks to analyzethese
logical facts and to determine their logical status; but for
the present we shall use the term "logical fact" without
further explanation.
The differencebetweenstatementsand decisionsmarks
a point at which the distinction between the descriptive
task and the critical task of epistemologyprovesof utmost
importance. Logical analysis shows us that within the
system of sciencethere are certain points regardingwhich
no question as to truth can be raised,but where a decision
is to be made; descriptive epistemologytells us what decision is actually in use. Many misunderstandingsand
false pretensionsof epistemology have their origin here.
We know the claims of Kantianism, and Neo-Kantianism,
to maintain Euclidean geometry as the only possiblebasis
of physics; modern epistemologyshowedthat the problem
as it is formulated in Kantianism is falsely constructed,as
it involves a decisionwhich Kant did not see. We know
the controversiesabout the "meaning of meaning"l their
passionatecharacter is due to the conviction that there is
an absolute meaning of meaning which we must discover,
whereasthe question can only be put with respect to the
concept of meaning correspondingto the use of science,or
presupposedin certain connections.But we do not want
to anticipate the discussionof this problem, and our later
treatment of it will contain a more detailed explanationof
our distinction betwe€nstatements and decisions.
The conceptof decisionleads to a third task with which
we must charge epistemology. There are many places
where the decisionsof sciencecannot be determined precisely, the words or methods used being too vaguel and

$ l.
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tlrt'rc are others in which two or even more different decisirrrsare in use,interminglingand interferingwithin the
,i;rrrrccontext and confusing logical investigations.The
( ()nccl)tof meaning may serye as an example; simpler ex.rrnlrlcs
occur in the theory of measurement.The concrete
t,rsli rrf scientific investigation may put aside the exigerrr i,'s,rf logicalanalysis;the man oI sciencedoesnot always
rt'1i;rrrl
the demandsof the philosopher.It happens,therel'rt', tlrirt the decisionspresupposedby positive scienceare
rr,,rr'llrified. In such a case,it will be the task of episterrrolog1l
to suggesta proposalconcerninga decision;and we
,rlrrrllsyrcak,therefore,of the aduisorytask of epistemology
rr.rits third task. This function of epistemologymay turn
orrt t() bc of greatpracticalvaluel but it must be kept clearIt, irr rrrirrdthat what is to be given here is a proposaland
rr.t rr tlcterminationof a truth-character.We may point
lrrt thc aclvantagesof our proposeddecision,and we may
rrr.'it in our own expositionsof relatedsubjects;but never
r trn wc clemand agreement to our proposal in the sense
tlrat !v(: cAn demand it for statements which we have
to be true,
;rr'rlv('ll
'l'lrt.r'cis, however,a question regardingfacts which is to
lrl l,rrsirlered in connectionwith the proposalof a decision.
l'frl systcm of knowledgeis interconnectedin such a way
tlrirt sorrrr:
clecisions
are bound together;one decision,then,
rrrr,,rlvt's
another,and, though we are free in choosingthe
lrlrt orrt', we are no longer free with respect to those foll,'rrirrl',.\\'c shall call the group of decisionsinvolved by
rrrrc rlct'ision its entailed decisions.To give a simple exrrrrlrlr': tlrc decisionfor the English system of measures
lrirrlr to thc irnpossibilityof adding measurenumbers acr rlrrr11
to thc technicalrulesof the decimalsystem;so the
'r
rr nrnr(i:rtion of theserules would be an entaileddecision.
I fr ir nrort'corrrplicatedexample: the decisionexpressedin
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the acceptanceof Euclidean geometry in physicsmay lead
to the occurrence of strange forces, "universal forcesr"
which distort all bodiesto the same extent, and may lead
to even greater inconveniencesconcerningthe continuous
characterof causality.3The discoveryof interconnections
of this kind is an important task of epistemology,the relations between different decisions being frequently hidden
by the complexity of the subject; it is only by adding the
group ofentailed decisionsthat a proposalrespectinga new
decision becomescomplete.
The discovery of entailed decisionsbelongsto the critical
task of epistemology, the. relation between decisionsbeing
of the kind called a logical fact. We may rherefore reduce
the advisory task of epistemologyto its critical task by
using the following systematic procedure: we renounce
making a proposal but instead construe a list of all possible
decisions,each one accompaniedby its entailed decisions.
So we leave the choice to our reader after showing him all
factual connections to which he is bound. It is a kind of
Iogical signpostwhich we erect; for each path we give its
direction together with all connected directions and leave
thedecision as to his route tq thewanderer in the forest of
knowledge. And perhaps the wanderer will be more thankful for such a signpost than he would be for suggestiveadvice directing him into a certain path. Within the frame of
the modern philosophy of science there is a movement
bearing the name of conoentiona/ism;it tries to show that
most of the epistemologicalquestions contain no questions of truth-character but are to be settled by arbitrary
decisions. This tendbncy, and above all, in its founder
Poincar6, had historical merits, as it led philosophy to
stress the volitional elements of the system of knowledge

whlch hod beenpreviouslyneglected.In its further def€lnpment,however,the tendencyhas largelytrespassed
the
hyonrl its properboundariesby highly exaggerating
in knowledge.The relationsbeprtt occupiedby decisions
twccn tlifi'erentdecisionswere overlooked,and the task of
Eelucingrrbitrarinessto a minimumby showingthe logical
was forlntrrurnnectionsbetweenthe arbitrary decisions
'l'he conceptof entaileddecisions,
therefore,
may
fottcn.
as
a
agains.:
dam
erected
extreme
convenregnrded
bc
tlOnrlirm;it allowsus to separatethe arbitrarypart of the
tlltom of knowledgefrom its substantialcontent,to distln3uirh the subjectiveand the objectivepart of science.
Thr relaticrnsbetweendecisionsdo not depend on our
$olcc but are prescribedby the rules of logic, or by the
bwl of nature.
It cventurnsout that the expositionofentaileddecisions
Itthr msny quarrelsabout the choiceof decisions.Cerhln bmic decisionsenjoy an almostuniversalassentland,
U wo .uc..ed in showingthat one of the contendedde&lonr ir entailedby sucha basicdecision,the acceptance
of such
d thc first decisionwill be secured.Basicdecisions
principle
rre,
for
instance,
the
that things of the
I hlnd
|lmr kind shall receivethe sdmenames,or the principle
the future
*tt rcienceis to furnish methodsfor foreseeing
(a
possible
which
will
be
accepted
rs
demand
even
woll
||
also
with
other
tasks).
I
will
not
is
charged
say
lf rclcnce
must be assumed
and retainedin
lhrt theaebasicdecisions
of science;what I want to say is only
fftry dcvelopment
are actuallymaintainedby most peothese
decisions
lhrt
many
that
quarrels
aboutdecisions
arecausedonly
fl rnd
ly n,rt rceingthe implicationwhich leadsfrom the basic
dtelrionsto the decisionin question.
'l'hcobjectivepart of knowledge,
however,may be freed
volitional
method
elements
by
the
of reductiontransfinnr

r Cf. the author's Philosophicdcr Raum-Zcirlchrc (Beilinz De Gruyter,

re28),
$ 12.
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forming the advisorytask of epistemorogy
into the critical
task. We may state th. .onn..tion
ln the form of an im_
plication: If-you..hoor.,hil;.t-r,
tn.r, you areoblieed
to agreeto this sratement,or to
this
implication, taken as.a whole, i.
ir". ".tr.r,i..i.i;r."ii;
from volitional ele_
ments;it is the form in whichih.
obj..tirre part
edgefindsits expressron.
"ikr.;
$ z. Language
be questioned
if everyprocessof thinking needs
,-_t: -"t
language.
It is true that most .ons.iousttrint
injis-b;;;;
ough perhapsin a mJre or l.ss

What cannotbe question.oltil*.r..r,
is rhat this is the
concernof psychologyonly und not
;pil;"l.;
w"
pointedout that it is not if,inf.ing "f
in rts actuality which
constirutesthe subjectmatter of
but
is the rationalreconstruction
"lpiste_ology that it
of f.no*Lag.
which is con_
nd rationally reconstructed
in the languageform_that
sinceit may be taken as a
we call rationalreconstruc_
nit ourselvesto symbolized
ulatedin language,
whenwe
rowledge.If anyoneshould

jnool:?i#:fli.J,*_.":;
talnpaf
tsofthinking_-hi.h,d
form, the objection-wourdb.truy

"'iirrrra.rstandins of
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tlrc t rrskof epistemology;for thinking processesenter into
hrr,rwlcilge,
in our senseof the term, only in so far as they
t rrrrlrc replacedby chains of linguistic expressions.
l,irnguage,therefore, is the natural form of knowledge.
,'\ t ltcory of knowledge must consequently begin with a
tlrr',,ry of language. Knowledge is given by symbols-so
'iynrlx)lsmust be the first object of epistemologicalinquiry.
Whut are symbols? It cannot be sufficientlyemphasized
tlr:rt symbols are, first of all, physical bodies,like all other
l'lrysicalthings. The symbols used in a book consist of
rrrr';rsof ink, whereasthe symbols of spoken languageconrri'itrI soundwaveswhich are as physically real as the areas
,rl irrk.'fhe same is true for symbols used in a so-called
"'iyrnlrolic" way, such as flagsor crucifixesor certain kinds
ol s:rlrrtationby a movement of the hand; they all are
1'lrysicalbodiesor processes.So a symbol in its general
r lr;rrrrr:ter
does not differ from other physical things.
llrrt, in addition to their physical characteristics,symf r,rlslrrrvea property which is generally called their meanrr.g. What is this meaning?
'l'lris question has occupied philosophersof every historicrrlperiod and stands in the foregroundof contempotru y l)hilosophical
discussion,
so we cannot be expectedto
ir
clefinite
answer
at
beginning of our study.
the
very
llrv('
provisional
\\'r' nrtrststart with a
answer which may lead
rrrrlirrvestigationin the right direction. Let us formulate
,,rrr'lirst answer as follows: Meaning is a function which
rt,trt/,o/.r
acquire by being ?ut into a certain correspondence
rt'tt lt f'ucls.
Il'" l)aul" is the name of a certain man, this symbol will
rrlrv;rysoccur in sentencesconcerningactions of, or the
,,t,rtllsof, Paul; or if "north" meansa certain relation of a
Irrr. to the North Pole of the earth, the symbol "north"
rr'rllrt'crrr in connection with the symbols "London" and
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your eyes has a meaning becauseit occurs in relation to
other carbon patchesin such a way that there is a corre_
spondenceto physicalobjects such as rowns and the North
Pole. Meaning is just this function of the carbon patch
acquiredby this connection.

rules called the rules of language. That the order of the

name of symbols upon cerrain physical entities it is suf_
ficient that rules can be added to them in such awaythat
correspondenceto facts arises;it is not necessarythat the

$ 3. THE THREE PREDTCATES
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syrrrlrolsbe createdand used by man. It sometimeshaplx'ns th:rt large stonesdecay, through atmosphericaction,
rtr strcha way that they assumethe form of certainwords;
tllt'scwordshave a meaning,althoughthey were not made
lry rnur. But the caseis still specialin so far as thesesymlrolscorrespondto the rulesof ordinary language.It might
rrls,rhappen that forms, obtained by natural processes,
w,'rrltlconveyEuropeanhistory to us if a certain new systr,rrrof rules were added-although that doesnot seemto
lrt' vcry probable. 'fhere would still be the question of
wlrcthcrwe could find theserules. But very frequentlywe
irrvcrrtnew systemsof rules for certain specialpurposes
l,r' rvhichspecialsymbols are needed.The signpostsand
lrglrtsirr use for the regulationof motor traffic form a sysI r'rrrof syrnbolsdifferentfrom ordinary languageirr symbols
rurrlrulcs. The systemof rules is not a closedclass; it is
r,'rrtirrtrouslv
beingenlargedaccordingto the requirements
,,1 lili'. \\'e must thereforedistinguishbetrveenknown or
rrrrkrrown
symboliccharacters,betweenactual and virtual
rl,rrrlrols.'l'he first are the only important ones,sinceonly
rtrI u:rlsymbolsareemployed,and thereforethe word "symlr,,l" is rrsedin the senseof "actual syrnLrol"or "symbol in
rr.,,'."lt is obvious that a syrnbol acquiresthis character
rrrrt lry inner qualities but by the rules of languageand
I lr;rtirrryphysicalthing may acquirethe functionof a symlr,,lil it frrlfilscertaingiven rulesof Ianguage,or if suitable
I rrl,'',;trc cstablished.
| .1, 'the three predicates of propositions
\lr.r' tlris characterization
of languagein its generalas\v(.nlust
now proceedto a yiew of the internal strucIrr.rr,
trrrr oI lurrgtrage.
l'lrt' first salientfeaturewe observehereis that symbols
l,'ll',rv.nc another in a linear arrangement,given by the
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one-dimensional character of speech as a processin time.
But this series of symbols-and this is the second con_
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frrlse. We call this predicate the truth-oalueof the proposition. A word is neither true nor false; these concepts are
rrot applicableto a word. It is only an apparent exception
if occasionallythe useof words contradicts this rule. When
chilclrenlearn to talk, it may happen that they point to a
trrble,utter the word "tabler" and receivethe confirmation
"y"r." But in this case the word "table" is only an ablrrcviation for the sentence,"This is a tabler" and what is
con{irmed by "yes" is this sentence. (The word "yes" in
itsclf is a sentence,meaning, "The sentencestated before
ir true.") Analogouscasesoccur in a conversationwith a
frrreignerwhose knowledge of a languageis rather incomplctc. But, strictly speaking, a conversation consists of
lclrtences.
'l'he atomic sentences which form the elements of
rpeechmay be combined in different ways. The operations
of c,rmbination are enumerated by logic; they are exprcrscrllry such words as "andr" "orr" "impliesr" etc. By
theneoperationssome atomic propositionsmay be closely
funrrccted;in this case,we may speakof molecularproposiIlonr.t
beuntil
Macbethshallneverv4nquish'd
Great Birnam wood to high Dunsinane hill
Shall come against him.

trons.
The origin of this unique propositional form arises from
a second predicate w_hich.alsobelongs to propositions only
and not to words. This is the character-of Leing a*. o,

'l'hc npparition states here, to inform Macbeth, a molecullr prr,grsition. It is one of the rules of language that in
tur'lr n cirsethe speakerwants to maintain only the truth of
f ha wlrolc molecularproposition,leavingopen the question
uf t lre t ruth of the clauses;so Macbeth is right in inferring
lhrt thc ntomic proposition concerning the strange rentlvul of t hc wood is not maintained by the apparition and
tlrnt rlrr irnplication assertedwill not affect him. It is a
| | l rr w ,,rrl r "$cntence" a nd "s tatement" are al s o i n us e' B ut thi s di s ti nc ti on
$l trl l I h t t l r i rrrl xrrtnnccand rather v ague,w e s hal l mak e no di s ti nc ti on betw een
l l l fu;ul rtronr" rrnrl"scntenc es " and "s tatements "'
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bad habit of all oraclesthat they make use in this way of
the liberalism of logic, which allows the expressionof
propositions without their assertion, only to deceive a
man in respect to a future fact which their superhuman
eyes already see.
There are various ways in which languageexpressesthis
intention to leave the question of truth open. As for implication, this renunciationis usually expressedby the use
of the particle "ifr" or "in caser" rvhereasthe particle
"when" expresses
the sameimplication with the additional
condition that the premise will be fulfilled at a certain
time. "If Peter comes,I shall give him the book" differs
from "When Peter comes,I shall give him the book" in
this respect;only in the secondcaseis the first clause assertedseparately,so that we mayinfer here that Peterwill
come. What is left open by "when" is only the time of the
realization. The particle "until" used by the apparition is
not quite clear, and, if Macbeth had been a logician, he
might have askedthe crownedchild if she could repeat her
molecularpropositionby saying"when" insteadof "until,"
after putting the first clause into the positive form. Another way of showing that the proposition is not maintained as true is by the use of the interrogative form. To
put a questionmeansto utter a sentencewithout stating
its truth or its falsehood,but with the wish to hear the
opinion of another man about it. Grammatically the interrogative form is expressedby the inversion of subject and
predicate; some languageshave a specialparticle for this
purpose which they add to the unchanged proposition,
Iike the Latin ne ar the Turkish mi. On the other hand, a
molecular sentence,running from .a full stop to the next
!/ /
full stop, is maintained as true.

propositionsoccurring in speechare of such a type that we
know their truth-valuel for most propositions the truthvuluc hasnot yet beendeterminedat the momentwhen they
rrc uttered. It is the difference between verified and unvcritied sentencesof which we must now speak. To the
clrss of unverified sentencesbelong, in the first place, all
propositionsconcerningfuture events. These are not only
propositionsconcerningmatters of importance which cantrrrt lre thoroughly analyzedr like questions regarding our
pefsonirlposition in life, or questions concerningpolitical
cvents;the greaterpart ofsuch propositionsconcernrather
innignilicant events, like tomorrow's weather, or the depnrture of a tram, or the butcher's sending the meat for
rlinrrer. Though all thesepropositionsare not yet verified,
they tlo not appear in speechwithout any determination
nf thcir truth-value; we utter them with the expressionof
t ccrttin opinion concerning their truth. Some of them
lre rtther certain, like those concerning the sun's rising
tonlorrow, or the departure of trains; others are less certnitr, e.g., if they concern the weather, or the coming of a
trnrlcsnranwho has beensumr-noned;
others are very uncertnirr, like propositionspromising you a well-paid position
lf y,,rr follow the instructions of a certain advertisement.
Httr'lr grropositionspossessfor us a determinate weight
which takes the place of the unknown truth-value; but
whilc the truth-value is a property capable of only two
vnlrrcs,the positive and the negative one, the weight is a
{ltulntity in continuous scalerunning from the utmost unrertninty through intermediate degreesof reliability to the
higlrcst certainty. The exact measure of the degree of
relillrility,or weight,is probability; bur in daily life we use
Itrrteutl appraisalswhich are classifiedin different steps,
ftut rlrrrrply demarcated. Words such as "unlikely," "likely," "gtrobabler""surer" and "certain" mark these steps.

There is a third predicateof propositionsv'hich must be
mentioned in this context. Only a small proportion of the
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Weight, therefore, is the third predicate of propositions. It is in a certain contrast to the second predicate,
truth-value, in so far as only one of thesetwo predicatesis
used. If we know the truth or falsehoodof a proposition,
we need not apply the conceptsof probability; but, if we
do not know this, a weight is demanded. The determination of the weight is a substitute for verification, bur an indispensableone, since we cannot renounce forming an
opinion about unverified sentences.This determination is
based, of course, on formerly verified sentences;but the
conceptof weight appliesto unverified sentences.Thus in
the system of propositional weighrs we construct a bridge
from the known to the unknown. It will be one of our tasks
to analyze the structure of this bridge, to look for the
bridging principlewhich enablesus to determinethe degree
of propositionalweight and to ask for its justification. For
the moment, however,we shall be content to point out that
there is a weight ascribed to unverified sentences,in science as well as in daily life. To develop the theory of

wlrnt to make use of propositions as a basis for actions.
l')very action presupposesa certain knowledge of future
cvcnts and is thereforebasedon the weight of propositions
which have not yet been verified. Actions-unless they be
rrothingbut a play of muscles-are processesintentionally
started by men in the pursuit of certain purposes. Of
('oursethe purpose is a matter of volitional decision and
not of truth or falsity; but whether the inaugurated proc('ssesare adapted to attain the purpose is a matter of
trrrth or falsity. This aptness of means must be known
lrc[<rretheir verification and hencecan be basedonly on the
wr:ight of a sentence.If we want to climb up a snowt',rvcredmountain, that of courseis our personaldecision;
nrrtl,if anybody doesnot like it, he may decideagainstthe
t'lirnb. But that our feet will sink down in the snow when
wc step on it; that, on the contrary) planks of two meters
lcrrgthwill carry our feet; and that we shall slide down the
rh,pcswith them almost as quickly and lightly as a bird in
t hc air-this is to be stated in a proposition which, fortua high weight, if our legs are sufficiently
rrrtcly, possesses
tnrinccl.Without knowing this it would be rather imprurferrtto attempt a realizationpf our desiresto get up the
nnowy slopes.The same situation holds for any other actiorr, whether it concernsthe most essentialor the most
irrsignificantmatter in our lives. If you have to decide
wlrcthcr you will take a certain medicine, your decision
will rlcpend on two things: on whether you want to re( t)v('ryour health and on whether taking the medicineis a
nrciursappropriate to this end. If you have to decide the
,lr,riccof a profession,your decisionwill dependon your
1x'rs.rraldesiresas to shaping your life and on the question
rr'lrcthcrthe professionintended will involve the satisfacIr,rn of these desires.Every action presupposesboth a
v,'litional decisionand a certain kind of knowledgecon-

while the theory of probability has been developed by
mathematicians only in the last few centuries. \4/e shall
see,however, that this theory may be developedin a form
analogousto logic, that a theory of propositionsas entities
with a degreeof probability may be put by the side of the
theory of propositionsas two-valued entities, and that this
probability logic may be considered as a generalization
of ordinary logic. Although this is to be developedonly in
the fifth chapter of our book, we may be allowed to anticipate the result and to identify weight and probability.
An appraisal of weight is needed particularly when we
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cerning future events which cannot be furnished by a verified sentencebut only by a sentencewith an appraised
weight.
.:
It may be that the physical conditions involved are
similar to former ones and that analogoussentenceshave
been verified before; but the very sentencein question
must concern a future event and, therefore, has not yet
been verified. It may be true that every day at nine
o'clock I found ihe train at the station and that it took me
place of work; but, if I want to take it this morning
!o
-y know if the samewill be true todav. A determinaI must
tion of the weight, therefore, is not restricied to occasional
predictionsof wide bearingwhich cannot be basedon similar antecedents;it is needed as well for the hundreds of
insignificant predictions of everyday life.
ln the examplesgiven the unverifieclseutellceconcernsa
future event; in such casesthe weight may be considered
as the predictional value of the sentence,i.e., as its value
in so far as its quality as a prediction is concerned.The
concept of weight, however, is not restricted to future
events; it appliesto past events as well and is, in so far, of
a wider extension. The facts of history are not alwaysverified, and some of them possessonly a moderate weight.
Whether Julius Caesarwas in Britain is not certain and
can only be stated with a degree of probability. The
"facts" of geology and of archeology are rather doubtful
as compared with facts of modern history; but even in
modern history there are uncertain statements. In daily
life uncertain statements concerning the past also occur
and may even be important for actions. Did my friend
post my letter to the bookselleryesterday so that I may
expect the book to arrive tomorrow? There are friends for
whom this proposition possessesa rather low weight.
This example shows a close connection between the

weights ofpropositions concerningpast events and predictions: their weights enter into the calculationsof predictional values of future events which are in causal connection with the past event. This is an important relation; it
is to play a role in the logical theory of weights. We may
therefore apply the name "predictional value" to the
weights both of future and of past events and distinguish
the two subcasesas direct and indirect predictional values,
if such a distinction is necessary.In this interpretation
predictional value is a predicate of propositions of every
type.
There is one apparent difference between truth-value
and weight. Whether a sentence is true depends on the
sentence alone, or rather on the facts concerned.The
weight, on the contrary, is conferredupon a sentenceby the
state of our knowledge and may therefore v^ry according
to a change in knowledge. That Julius Caesar was in
Britain is either true or false; but the probability of our
statement about this depends on what we know from historians and may be altered by further discoveries of old
manuscripts. That there wilf be a world-war next year is
either true or false; if we have only a certain probability
for the proposition, this is simply due to the mediocre state
of sociological prediction, and perhaps some day a more
scientific sociology will give better forecastsof sociological
weather. Truth-value, therefore, is an absolute predicate
of propositions,and weight a relative predicate.
To summarize the results of our inquiry into the general
features of language,as far as we have advanced, let us put
together the following points. Language is built up of certain physical things, called symbols becausethey have a
meaning. Meaning is a certain correspondenceof these
physical things to other physical things; this correspondence is establishedby certain rules, called the rules of lan-
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guage. Symbols do not form a continuous series but are
grouped in an atomistic structure: the basic elementsof
language are propositions. So meaning becomes a predicate of propositions. There are, in addition, two other
predicates of propositions: their truth-value, i.e., their
being true or false,and their predictional value or weight,
i.e., a substitute for their truth-value as long as this is unknown. This triplet of predicates represents those properties of propositions on which logical inquiry is to be based.

Now let us raise the question of the application of the
first two predicates of propositions, meaning and truthvalue. The simplicity of our example permits us to discover a closeconnectionbetweenthesetwo predicates: the
given sentencesof our language have a meaning because
they are verifiable as true or false. Indeed, that we accept
the set of symbols" Kt c 3" as a sentenceis only due to the
fact that we may control its truth. " Kt c 3" would remain
a sentence in our language even \ilere there no knight on
r3; it would then be a false sentence,but still a sentence.
On the other hand, a group of symbols
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$ *. ttre language of chess as an erample, and the two
principles of the truth theory of meaning
We shall now illustrate our theory of language by an
example. This example allows a very simple form of language and will therefore show in a"very clear way the three
predicates of propositions. We shall also use this example
to make a further advancein the theory of the three predicates.
We take the game of chessand the well-known rules in
use for the notation of the positions, pieces,and moves.
This notation is basedon a system of two-dimensionalcoordinates containing the letters a, b, c,
h, for one
dimension, and the numbers lr 2, .. . . , 8, for the other
one; the piecesare indicated usually by the initials of their
names. A set of symbols
Ktca
represents a sentence; it says, "There is a knight on the
squareof co-ordinatesrpnd 3." Similarly, the set of symbols
Ktca-e4
describesa move; it reads,"The knight is moved from the
squarec3toe4."
,:r
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Ktcg
would be meaninglessbecauseit cannot be determined as
true or false. Therefore we would not call it a proposition;
it would be a group of signswithout meaning. A meaninglessset ofsigns is to be recognizedby the fact that the addition of the negationsign doesnot transform it into a true
sentence.Let us apply the sign - for negation; then the
set

-f",
is as meaningless as the foregoing one. A false sentence,
however,is changedinto a true one by adding the negation
sign. So, if there is no knight on the square c 3, the set of
symbols
_Ktc3
. '
would be a true sentence.
These refections are of importance becausethey show a
relation between meaning and verifiability. The concept of
truth appears as the primary concept to which the concept
of meaning can be reduced; a proposition has meaning be-
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causeit is verifiable,and it is meaningless
in caseit is not
verifiable.
This relationbetweenmeaningandverifiabilityhasbeen
pointedout by positivismand pragmatism.We will not
enter for the presentinto a discussionof theseideas;we
want to presenttheseideasbeforecriticizingthem. Let us
call this theory the truth theoryof meaning.We shall summarizeit in the form of two principles.
First principle oJthe truth theoryoJ meaning: a proposition hasmeaningif, and only if , it is aerifiableastrue orfalse.
By this stipulation, the two terms "having meaning"
and "being verifiable"becomeequivalent.But, although
this is a far-reaching
determination
of the conceptof meaning, it is not a sufficientone. If we know that a proposition
is verifiable,we know that it hasmeaning;but we do not
yet know what meaningit has. This is not altered even
if we know what truth-value the proposition has. The
meaningof a sentence
is not determinedby its truth-value;
i.e., the meaningis not known if the truth-valueis given,
nor is the meaningchangedif the truth-value is changed.
We need,therefore,anotherdeterminationwhich concerns
the content of meaning.This intensionof a propositionis
not an additionalpropertywhich we must give separately;
the intensionis givenwith the proposition.But thereis a
formal restrictionwhich we must add, by definition,concerningthe intension,and without which the intension
would not be fixed. This additionaldefinitionis performed
by meansof the conceptof "the same meaning."All
have meaning;but they do not all havethe same
sentences
meaning.The individual separationof differentmeanings
is achievedif we add a principlewhich.determines
the same
meaning.
To introduce this conceptwe must alter our chesslanguagein a certainway. Our languageis as yet very rigid,

i.e., built up on very rigorous prescriptions; we shall now
intioduce cirtain mitigitions. We may admit a changeof
the order of letters and numbers: the capital designating
the piece may be put at the end; an arrow may be used instead of the dash, etc. Then we can express the same
meaning by different sentences;thus the two sentences
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Ktca-e4
c a Kt+4e
have the samemeaning. Why do we speak here of the same
meaning? A necessarycrit'erion for the same meaning can
easily be given: the lentences must be connectedin such
away tha;, if any observationmakesone sentencetrue, the
othei is also made true, and, if it makes one sentencefalse,
the other is also made false. It is held by positivists that
this is also a suficient criterion. We formulate, therefore,
the
Secondprinciple of the truth theorl oJ meaning: two sentences haie the san e nreaning tJ they obtain the same determination as true orfalse by euerypossible obseraation'
Let us turn now to the question of truth. When do we
call a sentencetrue ? We demapd in this casethat the symto their objects;
bols should be in a certain correspondence
is prescribedby the rules
the nature of this correspondence
of language. If we examine the sentenceKt c3, we look toth"t fr""te which has the co-ordinatesc and 3; and, if
there is a knight at this place, the sentenceis true' Verification, therefore,is an act of comparisonbetweenthe objects and the symbols. It is, however, not a "naive com-parison,"
such as a comparisonwhich would demand a ceriain similarity between objects and symbols' It i-s an
"intellectual comparison" a comparison in w-hich we
must apply the rules of language, understanding their
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contents. We must know for this comparison that the
capital denotes the piece, that-the letter co-ordinate denotes the column, etc. So the comparisonis, in itself, an
act of thought. What it dealswith, however,is not an imaginary "content" of the symbols but the symbols themselves,as physical entities. The ink marks "Kt c 3" stand
in a certain relation to the pieceson the chessboard;therefore these marks form a true sentence. Truth, therefore, is
a physical property of physical things, called symbols; it
consists in a relation between these things, the symbols,
and other things, the objects.
It is important that such a physical theory of truth can
be given. We need not split the proposition into its "mental meaning" and into its "physical expressionr" as idealistic philosophers do, and attach truth to the "mental
meaning" only. Truth is not a function of meaning but
of the physical signs; conversely,meaning is a function of
truth, as we noted before. The origin of the idealistic
theory of truth may be sought in the fact that a judgment
about truth presupposesthinking; but it doesnot concern
thinking. The statement, "The propositiona is truer" concerns a physical fact, which consists in a correspondence
of the set of signs included in a, and certain physical objects.
Let us now ask about the third predicateof propositions
within our language. We always meet predictional values
when actions are in question; so they must appear when
the game of chessis actually played. Indeed, the players
of the game are continuously in a situation demanding the
determination of a weight. They want to move their pieces
in such a way as to attain a certain arrangement of the
pieceson the board, called "mate"; and to reach that end
they must foreseethe moves of the opponent. So each
player assigns weights to propositions expressing future
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as a verificationis not at hand. A player who usedonly
meaningand truth as predicatesof his chesspropositions
would neverwin the game;when the unknown becomes
known to him, it is too late for interference.The predictional value is the bridge betweenthe known and the un-
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types, and it may be questioned, at least for some of these
types, if verification is possibleat all. If we want to extend
the truth theory of meaning and the physical theory of
truth to ordinary language,it will be reasonableto begin
with a type of proposition fpr which verification contains
no difficulties.
This rather simple type of proposition is given by
sentencesof the kind, "There is a table," "This steamer has
two funnelsr" or "The thermometer indicates 15o centigrade." We shall call them obseraation
propositions because
they concernfacts accessibleto direct observation-in the
current senseof this word. Later on this question will be
more precisely examined; it will be shown that to speak of
direct verification for these propositions presupposesa certain idealization of the actual conditions. However, it is a
good method to begin with a certain approximation to the
actual situation and not with the problem of knowledgein
all its complexity; for the present we shall start therefore
with the presupposition that for observation sentences
absoluteverification is possible,and we shall maintain this
presupposition throughout the present chapter of our in-

defined. For this purpose, we might imagine a "dictionary" which gives on one side the words, on the other side
samplesof the real things, so that this dictionary would
resemble a collection of specimens,like a zoorrather than a
book. It is more difficult to establish the correspondence
for logical terms such as numbers. We mentioned the example, "This steamer has two funnels." As for the terms
"steamer" and "funnelr" the corresponding objects will be
found in our collectionof specimens-but what of "two" ?
In such a case,we must look for the definition of the term
and substitute it in place of the term. This is a rather complicated matter; but modern logic shows in principle how
to perform it. We cannot enter here into a detailed description and can only summarize the method developed in
textbooks of logistic. It is shown that a sentence containing "two" has to be transformed into an "existence
proposition" containing the variables x and y; and, if we
introduce this definition into our original sentenceconcerning the steamer, we shall finally find a correspondence
between the funnels and these symbols y and x. So the
term "two" is also reduced to,a correspondence.
There is still the term "has." This is a propositional
function expressingpossession'.Prooositional functions of
such a simple type may be imagined as contained in our
collection of specimens.They are relations, and relations
are given there by examples which represent them. So
the relation "possession" might be expressed,say, by a
man wearing a hat, a child holding an apple, a church having a tower, etc. This method of definition is not so stupid
as it at first appears. It corresponds to the actual way in
which the meaning of words is learned by a child. Children
learn to talk by hearing words in immediate connection
with the things or facts to which they belong; and they
learn to understand the word "has" becausethis word is

quiry.
We beginwith the questionof the physicaltheoryof
truth and shall postpone the problem of meaning to the following section. This order of the inquiry is dictated by
the result of the preceding section, which showed that
meaning is a function of truth; so we had better begin
with the question of truth.
We can indeed apply our idea that truth is a correspondence between sfmbols and facts established by the
rules of language; but this correspbndenceis not always
easily seen. Only to the extent to which terms occur which
denote physical objects is the correspondenceobvious.
This is evident from the method in which such terms are
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used on such occasionsas those described.Our collection
of specimens corresponds to the grand zod,logicalgarden
of life through which children are guided by their parents.
We see that the correspondencebetween the sentence
and the fact can be establishedif the sentenceis true. It
clearly presupposesthe rules of language; but it presupposes more: it requires thought. The judgment, "The
sentence is truer" cannot be performed without understanding the rules of language. This is necessarybecause
any correspondenceis a correspondenceonly with respect
to certain rules. To speak of the correspondencebetween
men's bodies and men's suits presupposesa rule of comparison; for there are many points in which suits and men
differ entirely. What can be said here is that applying
certain rules-in the case of this example, geometrical
rules-we find a correspondencebetween these two kinds
of objects. The same is valid for the comparison between
symbols and objects, and therefore this comparisonneeds
thought. So the physical theory of truth cannot free us
from thought. What is to be thought, however,is not the
original sentencea, but the sentence,"The sentencea is
true." It may be admitted that this is a psychologicalquestion and that it is perhaps psychologicallyimpossible to
separatethinking of a and of "a is true"l only for a vety
complicated sentencea might this separationbe possible.
To get rid of this psychological puzzle, we may state our
conception in the following way. a sentenceof the type,
"This propositionis truer" concernsa physical fact, namely, a certain relation between the symbols, as physical
things, and the objects, db physical things. To give an example: the proposition, "This steamer has two funnels,"
concerns a physical fact; the proposition A, reading, "The
proposition, 'This steamer has two funnels,' is truer" concerns another physical fact which includes the group of

signs, "This steamer has two funnels." That is why we
call our theory the physical theory of truth. But this
theory does not aim to make thinking superfuous; what
it maintains is only that the object of a proposition stating
truth is itself a physical object.
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Thephysical
theoryof truth involves
difficulties
whichcanonlybe
solved within a theory of types. One of the puzzles occurring here is the
following: if the sentencea is true, this implies that the sentence21,
reading, "The sentence a is truer" is true also, and vice versa; thus a
and ,1 have the same meaning, according to the second principle of the
truth theory ofmeaning. But the physical theory oftruth distinguishes
both sentencesas concerning different facts. To justify this distinction
we have to assumethat both sentencesare ofdifferent types and that the
truth theory of meaning applies to sentencesof equal type only. The
sentence a cannot concern a fact comprehending the sentence a; that
we may infer from a to zt is possibleonly becausethe sentencea in being
put before us shows itself to us and furnishes new material which may
be consideredin the sentence of a higher level. Reflectionso[ this
'l
kind have led Tarskis to the strict proof that a theory of truth cannot
be given within the languageconcerned,but demands a languageof a
higher level; by this analysissome doubts6uttered against the physical
theory of truth could be dissolved.

$ 6. Extension of the truth theory of meaning to observation propositions of ordinary language
Having shown that observatiqn sentencesof ordinary
languagefit in with the physical theory of truth, we shall
try now to extend also the truth theory of meaning to this
kind of proposition. This extension demands some preliminary analysisconcerningthe conceptsoccurring in the
theory of meaning as developed.
s A. Tarski, "Der Wahrheitsbegriff in den formalisierten Sprachen," Studia
Philosophica (Warsaw, 1935); cf. also ,lctes du Congrls Intcrnational dc Philosophie Seientifqua (Paris: Hermann & Cie., 1936), Vol. III: Lengage, containing
contribritions of A. Tarski and Marja Kokoszynska concerning the same subject.
Another contribution of Marja Kokoszynska is to be found in ErkenntnisrYl
(1936), 143 ff.
6 C. G. Hempel, "On the Logical Positivist's Theory of Truth," Analysis,ll,
N o. 4 (1935), 50 .
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We begin with the first principle. It statesthat meaning
is tied to verifiability. We said above that we would take
for granted the possibility of verification, and we shall continue to maintain this presuppositionin the present section. But that is to mean only that we shall put aside objections againstthe term "verification"; we must, however,
now analyze the term "possibility."
Before entering upon this analysis, we have to notice
that the possibility which we demand doesnot concernthe
assumptionin question but only the method of its verification.? The assumption itself may be impossible;then the
verification will furnish the result that the proposition is
false. This is allowable becauseverification has a neutral
meaning for us: it signifiesdetermination as true or false.
So the proposition, "Hercules is able to bear the terrestrial
globeon his shoulders,"is verifiableif there is any Hercules
before us raising such pretensionsl although we are sure
that the real\zation of his contention is not possible, the
verification is possibleand will show his contention to be
false.
We must ask now what is meant by possibility of verification. The term "possibility" is ambiguous because
there are different conceptsof possibilityi we must therefore add a definition of possibility.
First, there is the concept of technicalpossibility. This
concerns facts the realization of which lies within the
power of individuals or of groups of men. It is technically
possibleto build a bridge acrossthe Hudson; to build a
bridge across the Channel, from Calais to Dover, is perhaps already technicaTlyimpossible,and it is surely technically impossibleto build a bridge over the Atlantic.
Second,there is the concept of physical possibility. It
z This has been recently emphasized by Carnap, "Testability and Meaning,"
Philosophy ol Scienec,III (1936),420.
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demandsonly that the fact in question be conformable to
physical laws, regardlessof human power. The construction of a bridge acrossthe Atlantic is physically possible.
A visit to the moon is physically possibletoo. But to construct a perpetual-motion machine constantly furnishing
energy is physically impossible; and a visit to the sun
would be physically impossible, too, becausea man would
be burned, together with his space ship, before reaching
the sun's surface.
Third, there is the concept of logical possibility. It demands still less; it demandsonly that the fact can be imagined or, strictly speaking,that it involve no contradiction. The per?etuum mobile and the visit to the sun are
logically possible. It would be logically impossible however, to construct a quadrangular circle, or to find a railway without rails. This third concept of possibility is the
widest one; it excludesonly contradictions.
Let us now apply these concepts to the question of
verifiability. It must be kept in mind that these three
conceptsof possibility are to be applied to the method of
verification and not to the factdescribedby the proposition.
The conceptof technicalpossibility is usually not meant
when w'etalk of the possibility of verification. On the contrary, it is emphasizedthat the postulate of verifiability
leavesa greater liberty to propositionsthan technical possibility would allow. The statement, "Measured from the
bridge acrossthe Atlantic, the differenceof the tides would
be about ten metersr" is taken as verifiable becausesuch a
bridge is physically possible; from this bridge we would
have only to drop a plumb line to the surfaceof the water
and could measure in this way the level of the waterwhich ships cannot do becausethey must follow the rise
and fall in sea-level.We shall, therefore, reject technical
possibility as a criterion for verifiability.
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.The concept of physical possibility furnishes a ftame
wide enoughfor statementsof the given kind; but there are
other statements which are excluded by it. To these be_
long statements concerning a very remote future. That
there will be, two hundred y."t. h.n.e, a world similar
to that of today cannot be verified by me; so this would be
a meaninglessproposition if we accept physical possibility
-aimcrrtty
for the definition of verifiability. Tliis
might bL
overcome by a small change in the definition oi n.rifi"bili-ty; we could content ourselves with the verification per_
formed.bf anl human being and renounceour playing a
personal role in the process. But there are other senienles
which still would be meaningless.Such would be a sen_
tence concern-ingthe world after the death of the last rep_
resentativeof mankind. Or take a sentenceconcerninEthe
interior of the sun; that there are forty million degre"esof
heat in the sun's center cannot be verified becau-se
it is
physically impossibleto introduce an instrument of measurement into the sun's bulk. To this category belong also
sentencesconcerning the atomistic structure of matter.
That the electrons revolve in elliptic orbits around. the
kernel of the atom, that they have a spin, etc., is physical_
ly unverifiable in the strict senseof the term. Let us call
p.hysicalme-aningthe concept of meaning as defined by the
demand of physical possibility of verification. Then the
given sentenceshave no physical meaning.
The concept of logical possibility is the widest of the
three concepts;applying-it to the definition of verifiability,
we obtain the concept of logical meaning. All the e*a-pl.s
given above have logicat meaning. A statement about the
world two hundred years hence is r.neaningful,then, be_
cause it is not logically impossible that I should live even
then, i.e., to supposethis would be no contradiction. And
to talk about the world after my death, or after the death
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of the last man, is meaningful becauseit is not logically
impossiblethat we should have impressionseven after our
death. I will not say that this concept of meaning presupposeseternal life; it makes use only of the fact that
eternal life is no contradiction, and it abstains,prudently,
from any presupposition that there be some chance of its
being a reality. Similar refections hold for the example of
measurementsin the interior of the sun. I can imagine a
thermometer of considerablelength put into the sun's center, and the mercury column mounting to a degreemarked
by the figure four with seven zeros; though I do not think
that any physicist will ever attempt to construct such a
thermometer, there is no logical contradiction in the conception. It contradicts the laws of physics,to be sure; but
physical laws are, in the end, matters of fact and not logical
necessities.As for statements concerningthe structure of
the atom I may imagine myself diminished to such a degree that electrons will appear to have the size of tennis
balls; if anybody raised an objection to this, I would be
able to answer him that such a presuppositioninvolves no
contradiction.
If we are now to make a choice between these two definitions of physical meaning and logical meaning, we must
clearly keep in our mind that this is a question for a volitional decision and not a question of truth-character' It
would be entirely erroneousto ask: What is the true conception of meaning? or which conception must I choose?
Such questionswould be meaninglessbecausemeaning can
only be determined by a definition. What we could do
would be to proposethe acceptanceof this decision' There
are, however, two questionsof truth-character connected
with the decision. As we showed in $ 1, these are the
questionsas to the decisionactually used in scienceand as
to the entailed decisionsof each decision. Let us begin here
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with the latter; instead of suggestingproposalswe prefer
the method of erecing logical sig"ports showini the
necessaryconnections for every possible choice.
We see already from the given examples that both
definitions of meaning
9uffer from grave disadvantages.
The conceptionof physical meaningls roo narrow; it"ex_
cludes many sentenceswhich scienceand daily life obvi_
ously accept as meaningful. The conception of logical
meaning is better in this respect;but there is the oppJsite
danger that this conception is too tolerant and mav in_
clude sentencesas meaningful which its adherentsdo not
Iike to seeendorsedwithin this cateEory.
Such sentencesindeed exist. The"most important type
are sentencesincluding an infinity of observation sen_
tences. Take propositions containing the word ,,allr,' re_
ferring to an infinite number of ar[uments; or proposi_
tions co-ncerningthe limit of the frequency in an^indnite
seriesof events,as they occur in statistics. It is no contradiction to imagine an observerof eternal life who counts
such a series. But the defendersof the truth theorv of
meaning have a natural aversion to propositionsof this
type;.and they justify this by insisting that such proposi_
tions have no meaning. .We seethat they pr...rppor., t-h.rr,
the concept of physical meaning. This concept, on the
other hand, seemstoo narrow; we want to remain ir,
ment with physics and would not like to be oblieed"gra._
io re_
ject such sentencesas those concerning the str"ucture
of
atoms, or the interior of the sun.
Our- analysis, therefore, does not lead to a preferencefor
one of the two conceptions.It leads to a ,ireither_nor,,1
or, better, to a "both." fndeed, both conceptionsare of a
certain value and may be used; what is to be demandedis
only a clear statement, in every case,as to which of the
two conceptionswe have in mind.
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This correspondsalso to the procedure of actual science.
There are many famous examples in modern physics of
the application of the concept of physical meaning. Einstein's rejection of absolute simultaneity is of this kind;
it is based on the impossibility of signals moving faster
than light, and this, of course,is only physical impossibility. Applying instead the concept of logical meaning we
can say that absolute simultaneity is meaningful because
it can be imagined that there is no limit for increasingthe
speed of signals. The differenceof these two concepts of
meaning has been formulated as follows: for our world
absolute simultaneity has no meaning, but for another
world it might have a meaning. The qualification "for our
world" expressesthe acknowledgment of physical laws for
the definition of the possibility of verification. In the same
sense,it is impossibleonly for our world to observe the
interior of the electron,and so propositionsconcerningthis
subject are meaninglessfor our world only. If such a clear
terminology is used, ambiguity is avoided, and the rwo
conceptionsmay both be tolerated
Let us now proceedto an exarnination of the secondprinciple of the truth theory of meaning in its application to
observation sentences.This principle determines that two
given sentenceshave the same meaningwhen any possible
fact will lead to the sametruth-value for both the sentences
in question. The bearing of this determination must be
considerednow.
When we introduced the secondprinciple in the example
of the game of chess,the full bearing of the principle could
not be recognized because the language in question was
very simple and concerned only simple objects. In the
language of science,however, the second principle obtains
a very wide bearing. It happens frequently that certain
sentencesappear to have avery different meaning, whereas
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later examination showsthat they are verified by the same
observations.An example would be the concept of motion. When we say that the body A moves toward the
body B, we believethat we are stating a fact different from
the case in which,B moves toward /. It can be shown,
however, that both sentencesare verified, respectively, by
the sameobservationalfacts. Einstein's famous theory of
relativity can be conceivedas a consequence
following from
the secondpositivistic principle of meaning. It is the function of this principle to suppresswhat we might call the
subjectiveintension of meaning and, instead,to determine
meaning in an objective way. It is by the addition of this
principle only that the antimetaphysicalattitude of positivism is completed,having beeninauguratedwith the first
principle.
Some remarks must be added concerningthe term "possibility" within the formulation of the second principleremarks which make use of our distinctions regarding the
definition of possibility.
To avoid contradictions,we use for the secondprinciple
the same definition of possibility as for the first. Thus for
physical meaning the secondprinciple is to be conceived
as prescribingthe same meaning to two propositionsif it
is not physically possibleto observefacts which furnish a
different verification for the two propositions in question;
for logical meaning, accordingly,the equality of meaning
is dependenton the logicalimpossibility of finding different
verifications. Our exampleconcerningthe relativity of motion correspondsto physical meaning. It is physically impossible to find facts wl{ich confirm the statement, "r/
moves toward Br" and do not confirm the statementr"B
moves toward ,{"-this
is the content of Einstein's principle of relativity. Einstein does not speak of a logical
necessityhere; on the contrary, he emphasizesthe empiri-
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cal origin of his principle, and it is just the words "physically impossible" in which this empirical origin becomes
manifest. Analysis has shown that it is logically possible
to imagine facts which distinguish the two sentencesin
question; so it is logically possibleto imagine a world in
which the principle of relativity does not hold.8 The concept of absolute motion, therefore, has logical meaning.
It is only for our world that it does not apply.
We do not intend to enter into a more detailed analysis
of these questions here. The function of the second principle is dependent on the conception of the first onel we
shall, therefore, now continue our exposition of the first
principle and enter upon a necessarycritique of it.
Our discussion of this principle was not satisfactory.
We arrived at two definitions of meaning and showed that
both could be toleratedl but our subjective feelingsare in
favor of one of them, namely, of that definition which demands physical possibility of verification, and which' accordingly furnishes the rnore rigorous concept of meaning.
The concept of physical meaning looks sounder than that
of logical meaning, and the epistemologicalprogress of
physics in recent times is indeed due to emphasizing this
conception. Einstein'spurification of space-timedoctrines,
the elucidation of the theory of atoms by the quantum
theory, and many other similar clarifications have been
carried through by the use of the rigorous concept of
physical meaning. The advantage of this concept lies in
its healthy appeal for restricting sense to descriptions of
practicable operations. We spoke of the concept of technical possibility; if this concept is rejected for the definition of verifiability, it is becauseit cannot be demarcated
sharply and would change with the advance of the technical abilities of mankind. The domain of the technically
t Cf. the author's"Philosophieder Raum-Zeit-Lehre,
$34.
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possiblehas as its upper limit physical possibility; in this
sense,we might say that the decision to adopt physical
meaning is the decision as to practicable operations. It
would thereforebe the aim of epistemologyto build up a
theory of physics in which all propositionsconcerningour
world werejustified by physical meaning and did not need
to be supported by the concept of logical meaning.
This postulate is not satisfied by the considerations
previously developed.We found that sentencesconcern-

perature in the interior of the sun only becausewe can
imagine a thermometerwhich obediently continuesto perform its functions in conditions under which all oiher
bodies are vaporized. We do not believe that physical
statements concerning the structure of the atom have
mea-ning only because we can imagine our own body
diminished to atomic dimensions,watching the movemeni
of the electrons as we watch the sun's rising. There must
be somethingwrong in our theory of meaning; and we will
try to discover what it is.
$ 7. The meaning of indirect propositlons, arld the two
principles of the probability theory of meaning
A way out of this difficulty has been indicated by
pragmatism and positivisnr. It consists in introducing a
second type of verification, which we. will call indirect
aer'ifeation. There are propositions which cannot be directly verified, but which can be reduced in a certain way to
other propositions capableof direct verification. Let us call
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propositions of this kind indirect propositions; accordingly,
observation propositions may be called direct propositions.
Using these concepts, we construct a solution in the following way. We retain the demand of physical possibility,
thus using the concept of physical meaning alone. But
those propositions which turn out to be unverifiable on
this definition are no longer considered as observation
propositions; they change from direct propositions to indirect propositions. So they acquire an indirect meaning;
and the occurrence of such propositions in physics is no
longerin contradiction to the postulateof physicalmeaning.
Before entering into a detailed analysisof this plan, let
us add a remark. The question whether or not a proposition is a direct one cannot be answeredunambiguously; the
answer depends on the definition of meaning. Take our
proposition concerning the temperature in the interior of
the sun; from the standpoint of logical meaningit is direct,
from that of physical meaning it is not. The same holds
for the term "observation proposition." This term seems
to have a clearmeaning; but we find that it dependson the
definition of the possibility of observation. To observe the
temperature in the interior of the sun, in the same sense
as we observe the temperature bf our chamber, is logically
possiblebut not physically. So all thesecategories'ofsentences have no absolute meaning but vary with the definition of meaning.
Let us now take up the question of indirect verification.
The determination of this term is suggestedby the method
of verification used in the practice of science. The sun's
temperature is measured in a very complicated way.
Physicists observe the energy contained in light rays of
different colors emitted from the sunl and, comparing the
obtained distribution to analogous observations on terrestrial light rays, they calculate the temperature of the sun's

\,
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surface. The regularitiespresupposedin this measurement
are involved in the laws of radiation. After determining
the temperature on the surface of the sun, physicists, by
rather vague and speculativecalculations,arrive finally at
the number of forty million degreesfor the interior of the
sun; thesecalculationscontain a number of physical observations of all kinds, especiallythose involved in the theory
of atoms.
We find that in this way the indirect sentenceis reduced
to a classof direct sentences.These direct senrencesconcern electrical and optical instruments of measurement,
thermometers,colors,etc., but all are situated on our earth
in the physical laboratories,so that no visit to the sun is
needed. It is true that there is such a reduction of indirect
sentencesto direct sentences.What we have to study is
the kind of relation between the two categories.
Pragmatists and positivists have made an attempt to
clarify this relation. This attempt is basedon the supposition that there is an equivalence between the indirect
sentence,on one side, and the classof direct sentences,on
the other side. The structure of this class of direct sentencesmay be rather complicated;it is not simply built up
in the form of a conjunction of the direct sentences,i.e., a
combination by "and," but it may contain disjunctions,
negations, implications, etc. This is obvious even in a
simple case:for measuringthe temperatureof our chamber
we may usea mercury thermometerroran alcoholthermometer, etc. This "or" will be transferred into the class of
direct propositionsequivalent to the statement concerning
the temperature of our chamber. Let us denote the aggregate of direct propositionsby la,, a,,
proposition by ,1; then positivism maintains the equivalence
(1)
/ = larr d"r .
, .t dnl

The sign = denotes equality of truth value, i.e., if one
side is true, the other side is true tool and if one side is
false, then the other side is also false. Applying now the
second principle of the truth theory of meaning, we find
that the indirect proposition A has the same meaning as
the classof direct propositions.
We shall call this method of determining the meaning of
indirect propositions the principle of retrogression. According to this principle, the meaningof the indirect proposition is obtained by constructing the observation propositions from which the indirect proposition is inferred; the
principle of retrogressionmaintains that this inference is
to be interpreted as an equivalenceand that the meaning
of the conclusionof the inferenceis the same as the meaning of the premissesof the inference. The meaning of the
indirect proposition is accordingly constructed by a retrogression,i.e., by a processinverse to the procedureof the
scientist. The scientist advancesfrom observation propositions to the indirect proposition; the philosopher,for the
purposeof interpretation, goesbackward from the indirect
proposition to its premisses.This is the idea expressedby
Wittgenstein in his formula: the meaning of a proposition
is the method of its verification.e Pragmatists have, at an
earlier time, expressedthe sameidea by calling observation
propositionsthe "cash value" of the indirect proposition.'o
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c Although this formula is not verbally contained in Wittgenstein's Traclatus,
logico-phitoiophicus (London,1922),it expr€sseshis ideas vcry adequately and
hi s been us ed, w i th thi s i ntenti on, w i thi n the "V i enna C i rc l e."
(New York, 1907), Lecture VI: "How will the
'o Cf. W. James, Pragmelirrz
truth be realized? What experiences will be different from those which would
obtai n i f t he bel i ef w ere fal s ei W hat, i n s hort' i s the truth' s c as h-v al uei n ex -

and Schiller.
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This equivalence theory of indirect meaning is of seductivepoweron accountof its simplicity and clearness.If
it should hold, the theory of knowledge would acquire a
very simple form: all that physics states would be a summary of observation propositions. This has been, indeed,
emphasizedby positivists. But this theory does not survive more rigorous criticism.
It is not trrre that the class of direct sentencesoccurring on the right of the equivalence(1) is a finite one.
The equivalencesign : means a double implication, i.e.,
an implication from left to right and another implication
from right to left. Hence the propositionsa,, a2, . . . . , an,
comprehend the whole seriesof propositions from which
,t can be inferred and at the same time all propositions
which can be inferred from ,1. But this is not a finite class;
or, at least, it is a practically infinite class, i.e., a class
which never can be exhaustively given to human beings.
Take as an example the sentence/ concerningthe temperatureof the sun. AmonE a,r d,, .. . .t anwe have,then,
observations concerning radiation of sunbeams and hot
bodies, observations concerning spectral lines, etc. It is
true that the classof propositionsfrom which we start in
order to infer zl is a finite one, and even a practically finite
onel for what we have is always a finite number of propositions. But the class of propositions which we can infer
from A is not finite. We may infer from
that the tem'{
perature of a certain body, brought within a short distance
r from the sun, would be T degrees;we cannot perform this
experiment becausewe cannot leave the earth's surface.
There is an infinite classof such sentences;by making r run
through all possiblen.rmericalvalues this class*o,rld b.
infinite. It is therefore a grave mistake'to think that the
right side of (1) can ever be practically given.
This needs an additional remark. There is one case in

which the infinity of consequencesdrawn from z1 would
present no difficulties: this would be so if the same consequencescould be inferred from the finite set ld,, o,,
a^1.In this case,our knowledgeof the set le,, a", .
. , an]
would enable us to assert the whole classof consequences
drawn from ,1; there would be no surplus meaningin A,
comparedto the set [a,,azt .
., a,l. But this is obviously
not the case in physics. For physical propositions the
propositionzl has a surplusmeaning;and the consequences
inferred from ,4 cannot be drawn from the set [a,,a4 . . . .t
a,l. That the temperature at a distancer from the sun has
a determinate value T cannot logically be inferred from
lo,, a., dt, . . . ., a^11rt is logically possiblethat future observation at a place distant r from the sun would furnish
a value different from T in spite of the formerly observed
set [a,, a">.
., a"]. This is due to the independenceof
empirical observationslthere is no logical compulsionthat
a future observation should correspondto former ones,or
to any expected result. It is becausethe physical statement zt includespredictions for future observationsthat it
contains a surplus meaning compared with the set fAr,A2,
a^f; and it is the indeterminatenessof the future
which baffiesthe equivalencetheory of positivism concerning indirect sentences.
The real connections are of a more complicated character. We start from a finite class of propositions la,, a.,
. . . ., a^);but from this classthere is no logical implication
to 21. What we have is only a probability implication."
Let us denote the probability implication by the sign );
then we have to write
l 4rr 4rr . . ' .r a* ])

,4
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(2)

" A s to the rul es of the probabi l i ty i rnpl i c ati on,s ee the author s W ahrs c hei tlichkeitslehre(Leiden: Sijthotr, 1935), $ 9.

\"

()rr t lr e ot her lr ir rrrl t c v c n tl re i rrfc rc rrt.e sl i ' o tn ,.1 to i l ,, rt.,
. . . . , / r i, ; lr ( ' r r ol i rl l s o l rrtc l y s rrrc ; frrr i t tru ry l rrrppc.l ltl tl t i l
i s trr r c , wlt c r c r r sut ti l ,t . . . ., i l n i rrc n ()t tn tc i rl thotrgh thi s
i s ver y ir r r pr obabl c . So w e h a v c a l s o a p ro b a bi l i ty i rnpl i cati o n , anc l not a log i c a l i mp l i c a ti o n , fro m /l to a,, a,s . . . ,t
a ";
A )

far, d", . . . ., dn]

(3)

The logical equivalence is defined by the double implication; let us accordingly introduce a new term for the
mutual probability implication and call ir probability connection. Using the sign e for this relation, we have
, 1 elar r dr r . . . . r dof

(4)

This probability connection takes the place of the equiva, ,,
Ience(1).
rejection
The
of the equivalence (1) was based on the
idea that the classof observation sentenceswhich may be
co-ordinated with zI is not finite. It may be asked now
whether there is at least an infinite class of observation
sentencessuch that it is equivalent to ,,{. This question
will be examinedlater ($$ 15-17); for the presentit may
be sufficientto say that, if there is such an equivalent class,
it is infinite
Now it is true that the control of an infinite set of observation sentences,one after the other, is only physically
impossible,not logically impossible. Thus, if we put aside,
for a moment, all other difficultiesin the determination of
the equivalent class and leave the discussionof these for
later consideration,we might say that the admission of
logical meaning would enable us to reduce an indirect
sentenceto an equivalent set ofobservation sentences.But
we must realize that with this interpretation of indirect
sentencesmost propositionsof physics are endowed with

ntcrrring only bccirrrscit is rrot krgic;rllyirrrlxrssilrlcto
count, tcrnr lftcr t(:rm, rrn inlirritc scric:s.I rl<lnot thirrk
that such reasoningwill convinccanyonc. Nobocly woukl
take such a formal possibilityinto actual consicleration;
it
is not this logical possibilitywhich leadsus to accept the
indirectsentences
asmeaningful.Substantiatingthe equivalence theory of indirect sentencesby reference to the
logical possibility of controlling an infinite set of observations would be to destroy the connection betweenrational
reconstruction and actual science and would annihilate
the very basisof positivism and pragrnatism.
This result expressesthe definite failure of the truth
theory of meaning. It is not possible to maintain the
postulate of strict verifiability for indirect sentences;sentencesof this kind are not strictly verifiable becausethey
are not equivalent to a finite classof direct sentences.The
principle of retrogressiondoes not hold becausethe inference from the premisesto the indirect sentenceis not a
tautological transformation but a probability inference.
We are forced, therefore, to make a decision: either to
renounce indirect sentencesand consider them as meaninglessor to renounceabsoluteverifiability as the criterion
of meaning. The choice, I think, cannot be difficult, as it
has been already decided by the practice of science. Science has never renouncedindirect sentences;it has shown
instead, the way to define meaning by means other than
absoluteverifiability.
This meansis furnished by the predicateof weight. We
showedin $ 3 that, in all casesin which the truth-value of
a proposition is not known, the predictional value takes
the place of the truth-value. So it may perform the same
function for indirect sentences.The truth theory of meaning, therefore, has to be abandoned and to be replaced
by the probability theory of meaning. We formulate the
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First principle of the probability theory o-f meaning: a
proposition has meaning i"f it is possibleto determinea weight,
i.e., a degreeoJprobability,for the proposition.
For the definition of the "possibility" occurring here we
accept physical possibility. It can easily be shown that
this is suftcient to grant meaning to all the exampleswith
which we have dealq;we need not introduce logical possibility becausethose propositions which demanded logical
possibility for obtaining meaning within the truth theory
receive meaning within the probability theory as indirect
propositions. This becomesobvious if we regard such examplesas the statement concerningthe temperatureof the
sun. It is physically possible to ascribe a probability to
this statement. It is true that in this casewe cannot determine the exact degreeof probability, but this is due only
to technicalobstacles.We have at least an appraisalof the
probability; this is shown by the fact that physicists accept the statement as fairly reliable and would never
agreeto statementsascribingto the sun a temperatureof,
say, some hundredsof degreesonly. It will be our task, of
course,to discussthis question of the determination of the
probability in a more detailed way; and we shall do that
later on. For the present, this preliminary remark may
suffice.
The secondprinciple of the truth theory of meaning is
now replacedby the following one:
Secondprinciple of the probability theory of meaning: two
sentenceshaue the sanze nleanirg tf they obtain the same
weight, or degreeof probability, by eaerypossible obserua'tion.
As before,the conceptd possibility occurringhere is the
same as for the first principle; so it is once more physical
possibility which we accept for our definition.
Let us call the meaning defined by these two principles
probability meaning; the previously developed concept of
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meaning may then be called truth meaning. By the distinction between physical and logical possibility, truth meaning bifurcates into physical truth meaning and logical truth
meaning. It might be asked whether there is the same bifurcation for probability meaning. Such a distinction turns
out to be superfuous because the cornbination of logical
possibility with weight doesnot furnish a concept distinct
from logical truth meaning; if it is logically possible to obtain a weight for a sentence,it is also logically possible to
obtain a verification. Only physical reasons can exclude
verification andat the same time permit the determination
of a weight; if we disregard the laws of physics, we are in
imagination free from physical experiments and need not
distinguishthe possibility of a determination of the weight
and of verification. Thus logical probability meaning and
logical truth meaning are identical. Probability meaning,
therefcrre,is always physical probability meaning. We may
therefore drop the addition "physical" and speak simply
of probability meaning; both probability meaning and
physical truth meaning may be comprehendedby the name
physical meaning.

The probability theory of meaningmay be consideredas
an expansionof the truth theory of physicalmeaningin
which the postulate of verifiability is taken in a wider
sense,including the physicalpossibilityof determining
either the truth-value or a weight. We shall thereforeinclude both theoriesunder the name aerifability theoryof
meaning.The narrower senseof verification will be expressedby "absolute verification."
The justification of this expansionis given by the fact
that this theory, and only this theory, correspondsto the
practice of science.When a man of sciencespeaksof the
temperature of the sun, he does not take his sentencesas
meaningful becausethere is a logical possibility of direct
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verification but because there is a physical possibility of
inferring the temperature of the sun from terrestrial observations. The man of sciencealso knows that this inference is not a logical inferencebut a probability inference.
An are
It may happen that all his premises At, a2,
true but that the result ,,{ of his inference is false; therefore
only with a certain probability.
he can maintain
'{
Someadditional remarks must be added. We introduced
the concept of "indirect proposition" to obtain meaning
for sentenceswhich had none under the presupposition of
a certain definition of meaning, but which had meaning
under another definition of meaning, being then observation propositions. There are, in addition, other propositions
which are in no case observation propositions for any of
the definitions of meaning, and which must be conceived
as indirect propositions for every theory of meaning. Such
are propositions concerning the development of mankind,
concerning biological species, concerning the planetary
system-in general, sentencesthe objects of which are so
large, or so temporally extended, that a direct view of them
is in no casepossible. To these propositions belong, in addition, statementsconcerningabstract matters, such as the
spirit of the Renaissance,the egoisticcharacterof a certain
person, and the like. All these propositions have to be
treated as indirect.
For these propositionsalso our contention is valid that
there is, in general, no logical equivalence between the
general or abstract proposition and the aggregateofobservation propositionson which they are based. This is obvious from the fact that we dre never absolutely sure of the
indirect proposition, although the basic propositions may
be of the highest certainty. The facts from which we infer
the egoistic character of a man may be undoubtedly certain: but that does not exclude our observing at some later
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date some actions of the man which are not compatible
with the hypothesis of egoism. Propositions of this kind
demand the same expansion of the concept of meaning as
was given before; it is only the probability theory of meaning which can do justice to them, without doing violence
to the actual use of such propositions in scienceor in daily
life. So we cannot accept the positivistic interpretation
that these propositions are equivalent to a finite set of
verifiable propositionsl we take them as meaningful only
becausethey possessa certain weight derived from observations.
$ a. Discussion of the verifiability theory ef 6saning
We have now to consider some objections which may be
raised against the verifiability theory of meaning. Since
this term is to include both truth theory and probability
theory of meaning, we are speaking here of objections
raised against both theories in common; such a common
discussionis possiblebecausethe probability theory is a
continuous expansion of the truth theory of meaning.
The usual objections start from'the fact that the concept
of meaning is frequently used without special reference to
verification. Poets talk of ancient myths, religious men of
God and the heavens,scientific men of the possible origin
of the world, without being interested in the question of
verification. They may agree that in these casesverification lies beyond human power; but they are convinced
that in spite of this their ideas at least have meaning.
They even see images with the "mind's eye" and feel
sure that they have a clear idea of what they intend. Is
not this psychological fact a proof against the connection
of meaning and verifiability?
To this we must answer that the casesconsideredare not
of a uniform character and must be carefully classified.
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There are many casesin which not the verifiability but the
truth is to be denied. Stories invented by poets, and old
myths, are surely not true; and just on this account they
are verifiable, this term denoting only the neutral quality
that a determination as true or false is possible.So these
cases are not examples of a separation of meaning and
verifiability. On the other hand there are casesin which
the verifiability is questioned indeed, as in the case of
many religiousstatementswhich their adherentsfrequently advancewith the pretensionthat no human knowledge
can ever verify their truth.
We are referring here mainly to religious mysticism,
which in all times has exerciseda great infuence upon
men, but whosedoctrines cannot be measuredin the scale
of scientifictruth. The utterancesof religiousprophets are
frequently of such a kind that strangersdo not understand
them at all, whereasthe believersare raised to the highest
exaltation; or, if there is an ordinary sensein the words
used,it is maintainedby the adherentsthat this verifiable
part of the doctrine is not the essential meaning-that
there is a "higher" meaningwhich has nothing to do with
verifiability.
Before entering into an analysis of this conception,we
may make a general remark. If we intend to contest the
right of mystics to speak of their speechas meaningful,
this is not to question the relevancetheir utterancesmay
have for themselvesor for their auditors. It would be a
naive intellectualism to contest the moral and esthetical
value which mysticismmay have and actually has had in
the history of the human spirit. But, if mystic utterances
may have significance,this does not im.ply that they also
have signification. Music too has an effect of the highest
order on men and may be one of the best meansof spiritual
and moral education. But we do not speakof the meaning

of music. In this casethe lack of the property "meaning"
is obvioris becausemusic does not possessthe external
forms of language. Mystic utterances,however,show such
forms; this is the reason why the emotional and educational character of such utterances may be confounded
with what we call "meaning."
It is a matter of fact that languageis not always used
with the intention of communicating something to other
persons.Language may be used for the purpose of influencing persons,of raising in them certain states of feelings
which we want to have produced in them; and language
may be a good instrument for this, even better sometimes
than music, which if not accompaniedby speechmay have
incornplete effects only. A good preacher may raise the
feelingsof devotion, penitence,contrition, or the impulse
for a life accordingto the moral conceptionsof the church
by meansof his sermon; and the effect of the accompanying chants may be confined to a subordinate role in comparison with his speech.A politician, by means of his
speech,can force his opinion upon a meeting even in case
rational reflectionsshould refute his views. Colloquial language also is never entirely free from such a suggestive
component-be it the suggestioncontained in a salesman's
speechto a customer,or in a teacher'sspeechto his pupil,
or in the speech of friend to friend. But the suggestiue
function of languagemust be logically separatedfrom its
communicatiaefunction, i.e., its function of informing other
personsabout certain facts or relations between facts.
There is still a third function of languagewhich must be
distinguishedfrom its communicative function. Language
may release us from an inner constraint, may slacken
a tensedmind-be it the oppressioncausedby physical or
psychical pains, or the delightful tension of joy, or the
nervous constraint of productive situations of a creative
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mind. The relaxiue function expressesitself in a whole
rangeof diverseforms-the "Oh" uttered when a needle
pricks our finger, a tune whistled to one'sself, the verses
releasingthe emotional tension of a poet. This relaxive
function of languageis as different from the communicative function as is the suggestivefunction;it may showrefunclations to the latter in assumingan autosuggestive
tion, suchasin the caseof a child's talking loudly in entering a dark chamber alone.We may combine these two
and the relaxivefunction, in the
functions,the suggestin'e
term emotional fwctions, indicating that it is the ernotional spherewhich is concerned,and leaving open the
possibility of adding other functions of a similar character."
It is not our task hereto point out why emotionalfunctions are so well performedby the useof utteranceswhich
at the sametime have a communicativecharacter;what
interestsus is the questionof the logicaldeterminationof
the communicativefunction. This determination is not
free from arbitrariness;but it seemsto me that there are
for any suchdefinitionif it is to
two factorsindispensable
correspohdto the use'ofspeechin practicallife.
The first is that a communicativefunction beginsonly
when there are certain rules establishedfor the useof the
terms. We spokeof the relaxivefunction the word "Oh"
may have for a personprickedby a needle;now imagin0a
personsitting in a dentist'schair and receivingthe order
to indicate any feelingof pain causedby the drill. The
((Oh"
uttered in such +case-though not losing,happily,
its relaxive function-possessesat the sametime a communicative function; it communicaiesto the dentist the
fact that his drill haspiercedthe thin surfaceof the tooth's
" We follow, in the exposition of the different functions of languagi, ideas
developed by Ogden, B0hler, and Carnap.
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enamel. This "Oh" is a sentenceendowed with meaning;
it is so becauseit is an utterance in correspondencewith
the rules established by the dentist's order. It is the adaptation to certain rules which transforms an utterance with
a relaxive character into one with communicative char-

acter,i.e.,into a proposition(cf. also$ 2).
The rules we speakof arc arbitrary within wide limits;
but there is one property-and this is the secondessential
factor we wish to indicate-which we demandif they may
be calledrulesdetermininga meaning.This propertyis the
occurrenceof somethingsuchasa truth-value. For this we
do not demand absolutetruth; our predicateof weight
is a sufficientrepresentativeof what is to be demanded
here. But somesuch determinationmust occur; we must
be able to assentto, or to dpny, a sentence,or at least to
assentto it in some degree.There never was, indeed, a
theory of meaning which contradicted this postulate.
Mystic utterancesare set forth by their adherentswith
such a claim, even with pretensionsof an extremelyhigh
degreeof truth; for mystics talk of the absolutetruth of
their doctrines.This is just why they distinguishtheir discourse from emotional stirpuli such as music. Music,
though it may be suggestive,exciting, powerful, is not
true, whereasthe speechof a mystic pretendsto be true,
absolutelytrue.
If the verifiability theory of meaningis then questioned
by philosopherswho rvant to support mysticism,or any
kind of "nonphysical" truth, it is not the predicate of
truth-value which is attackedby them. What they attack,
instead, is the verifiability of such propositions;they do
not acknowledgethat it must alwaysbe possibleto determine the truth-value by observational methods. The religiousman maintainshis statementsconcerningGod, the
Judgment Dan etc., as true but admits that there is no
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possibility of proving their truth empirically. It is, therefore, the difference between existence of the truth-value
and empirical determinability of a truth-value which constitutes the subject of every discussion concerning the
verifiability theory of meaning.
With this formulation the problem of the definition of
meaning acquires a more definite form. We have distinguished three kinds of meaning which we called physical
truth meaning, probability rneaning, and logical meaning.
Let us introduce a fourth term for the kind of meaning presupposedin religious or mystic speech;let us call it su?erempirical meaning. The adherents of this kind of meaning,
we said, do not contradict the idea that a statement is to
be true or false; they do not admit, however, that the usual
methods of empirical science are the only means to determirte a truth-value. They oppose,therefore, super-empirical rneaning to empirical meaning, combining in the latter
term the three other kinds of meaning mentioned. The
logical order of the four kinds of meaning may be indicated
by the diagram in Figure 1; if we consider the classesof
propositions admitted as meaningful by each of these
definitions, their extensions form domains which include
or are included in one another.
We must now analyze the question as to the choice between empirical and super-empirical meaning. This question, we must admit, cannot be raised in the form of
whether we are forbidden or allowed to decide for superempirical meaning. We have made clear that the question
of meaning is not a mattgr of truth-character but of definition and, therefore, a volitional decision; thus a question
as to our being forbidden or allowed one usage or another
cannot be raised. As we pointed out in $ 1, instead there
are two questions of truth-character connected with the
decision. They concern the decision actually used in sci-

ence, and what we call the "entailed decisions." The first
of these questions does not interest us at the moment; we
wish to make a choice, to decide on a definition. It is
thereforethe secondquestion, the question of the entailed
decisions, which we have to raise; it is only in answering
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this question that we shall find a basis for settling the
question of the connection of meaning and verifiability.
Positivists have advanced the idea that statements
which have super-empirical meaning are empty; we pretend, it is said, to mean something, but we do not mean
anything. I do not think that this is a clear refutation. It
is difficult to convince a person that his words mean
nothing; this is becausethe acknowledgment of this con-
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tention depends on the definition of the terms .,meaning
something" and "meaning nothing.,, Under what condi]
tions is a statement emptyl If this is the case when a

The question of the entailed decisions is clear and un_
ambiguous' It leads to an indubitable distinction between
the issuesrelevant ro the decisionsin favor of empirical or
super-empirical meaning.
To carry through this analysis, we must first introduce
a classificationof super-empirical statements. Let us group
into one class all those statements for which it is irain_

use of a statement in the pursuit of a certain action, we
must know its truth-value, or at least, its weight. We do
not intend to say that statements of known truih-value are

character, to attain the aim; they indicate the way of the
realization. Now it is obvious that this function can onlv
be performed by statements the truth-value or weight of
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which is known. It follows that the statements of our first
class of super-empirical statements never can be used as
basesof actions.
Let us proceednow to the secondclass. It seemsthat for
these statements an inapplicability for actions cannot be
maintained. Religious belief has beenhistorically the source
of many actions, and even of actions of the greatest import. The ideas that the world is a creation of God, that
God is omnipotent and omnipresent, that there is a life
after death, etc., have played a great role in human history.
It is admitted that empirical proofs of these statements
cannot be given; but there v/ere at all times adherents of
such ideas so highly convinced of their super-empirical
truth that they did not hesitate to lead wars, to kill people, or to sacrifice their own lives, when the acknowledgment of such statementsdemandedit.
To analyze this problern, we must first point out that
not all religious statements are divested of empirical meaning. The statement of life after death involves future experiences similar to those we have in ordinary life; if we
must contest its physical truth meaning, we cannot deny
its logical meaning. Such staternents may become basesof
actions if they are supposedto be true; for, if a statement is
to becomea basisof actions,it is sufficientif we think it to
be true. If the primitive man puts jars with food and water
into the tombs of his friends, this action is correctly derived from his belief that his friends will continue to live
after death. In such a case, our inquiry has to take another directionl we have to ask whether there are methods for discovering the truth-value of statements having
logical meaning. The answer is given in the discussion of
scientific methods; it is shown there that this is possible
only if there are at least probability inferences to such
statements, that is, if they belong to that part of logical
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meaning which coincideswith probability meaning. And
if so, we cannot admit that there is a super-empiricaidetermination of their weight different from a determination
by empirical methods. For the other part, for the domain
of merely logical meaning, there is no possibility of determining the truth-value, or weight; it follows that the
inferencesderived from such statements and leading to
actions are false-that they are simply a false substantiation of actions. This does not mean that the statement is
false but that the substantiation is false; the truth-value
of the statement is unknown and preciselyfor this reason
no inferencesconcerningactions can be deduced from it.
The status of this kind of statement, therefore. is settled
by refections belonging to the discussionof science,and
we may abandon further discussionhere.
,
What is of a greater significanceto us is the discussion of genuinely super-empiricalstatements-statements
which have not even logical meaning. It is the secondclass
of these statements, those which are consideredas true,
which we must now consider.
Let us ask for the relation of such statementsto actions.
It seemsthat such statementsmay be applied to actionsl
we cannot demonstrate, as for statements having logical
meanings, that their truth-value must necessarilyremain
unknown-we cannot becausethey are not submitted to
the methods of probability calculations. If some people
believe that the cat is a divine animal, they do not claim
to be able to prove this empirically; in spite of that, such
a belief may determine their actions. It mayn for instance,
prevent them from killing cAts. In this case, a superempirical statement may becomerelevant for actions.
To analyze this problem, let us proceed to a closer analysis of the given example. We may first ask our cat worshiper for the reasons of his belief. He may answer that

there are someindicationsof divine character in cats, such
as the spirkling of their eyes,but that a full proof cannot
be given empirically; he knows directly, he.sa.y.s,about
the divine characterofcats becausethey raisein him a certain feelingof awe-in short, he feelsthe cat's divinity' It
is this immediate knowledge which determineshim never
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to kill a cat.
It is not our intention to dissuadeour cat worshiper from
his belief. What we opposeto his religiousconviction is a
statement of a very modest type. What he calls a divine
animal, we say, may be called by us an animal which raises,
in certain people, feelingsof awe-in short, an "emotionproducing'; animal. To his super-empirical concept "di.rrin." *. co-ordinate in this way the empirical concept
"emotion-producing"l it is empirical becauseit is defined
by the occurrence of certain psychological r-eactionsin
man, belongingto the sphereof observationalfacts''3 Our
.o-oiditt"t.d .ott..pt is equivalent to his in the following
sense: every action which he may derive from his superempirical meaning may be derived from our co-ordinated
empirical meanin[ as well. His principle, e'g', that divine
animals must not be killed, readswith us: emotion-producing animals must not be killed.
bor opponent may object that this equivalencedoesnot
hold for him. He observed frequently, he says, that people
are persuadedif someonetells them that "divine animals
not be killed"; but the profane words, "emotion-pro^u.t
ducing animals must not be killed," do not convert them'
This may be true; yet it proves nothing but a specialsuggestive infuence attached to the word "diving"-n6 more'
fue spoke above about the suggestivefunction of language;
*. ,.. now that two propositions which logically determine
facts but leave the que,stion as to the char'r We invoke here psychological
acter of psychologicaliacts to i l"tet investigation (cf' $ 26)'
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the same consequencesmay differ as to their suggestiveeffects. The super-empirical meaning therefore reduces to a
surplus suggestive effect; it does not lead us, however, to
actions different from those determined by empirical meaning, if the volitional decisionsare made in a corresponding
way.
We do not forbid anyone to decide for super-empirical
meaning; but he cannot rid himself of the consequence
that we may co-ordinate to his propositions others of empirical meaning which have the same bearing upon our
actions. The "super-empiricalcontent" of the proposition,
therefore, is not utilizable, not convertible; super-empirical
propositions are like inconvertible papers which we keep in
our safe without the possibility of any future rcalization,
This is the result of our critical analvsis of the different
definitions of meaning, carried. through by means of the
question of the entailed decisions.
The expediency of this characterization may be questioned by pointing out the fact that there are many verifiable statements, and even statements known as true,
which we never use as a basis of actions. This is true; it is
due to the fact that our knowledge is much larger than the
domain of practically useful sentences. We know that
Charlemagnedied in 814,or that the moon is at a distance
of 238,840 miles from the earth, or that the English language has about 400,000 words; and indeed we make nr
practical useof this knowledge. But we might do so; and it
may happen that some day we shall be placed in some situation which demands trhe utilization of this knowledge.
With regard to Charlemagne,it might happen that a quarrel concerning an inheritance, or the right to bear a certain
title, dependedon the year of his death; the moon's distance will gain practical importance at the moment when
space navigation is rendered practicable, and the size of
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the vocabulary of the English language has its practical
bearing at the moment *h.r n complete English dictionis t be constructed. I do not say that meaning is utiL
"r'
ity, o, that truth is utility; I-only say that sentenceshavin'g empirical meaning may become useful' Neither do I
r"] tftrt they are tr.r" b..".rte they may become useful;-I
,"y thut they may become useful becausethey ale ":Tqabie. It is ,rtt th! definition of truth or of weight which
is to be given here; these concepts are presupposedin the
present iis.,rrrio,t. It is the definition of meaning which we
iir..rr., and the question whether this term is to be made
a function of truth or of weight; we base this decisionon
the fact that the verifiability definition of meaning leads to
a combination of meaningand utilizability, and determines
meaningfulpropositionsas thosewhich may be used as the ,
basisof actions.
Is this pragmatism? The answermay be determinedby
those who hJve a better knowledge of pragmatism than I
have. For the theory developed here it is essential that
meaning is not defined in terms of utility-but-in.termsof
truth aid weight; only the argument for this choiceof the
This
definition is flrnished by its relation to utilization.
relation is in itself a statement which we maintain as true;
it may be seen from this that theories about the combination of meaning and utilizability presuppose the- co-ncept
of truth and thit truth cannot be defined by utilizability.
As far as I see, pragmatists did not clarify these rather
complex relations. But our conception may perfrlps b:
t"k.n as a further developmentof ideas which originated
in pragmatism. It was th; great merit of the founders of
to have upheld an antime.taphysicaltheory of
pr"g-""tir*."t ing at a time when the logical instruments for a
theory 5f knowledge were not yet developed to such a high
degree as in our own daY.
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It is the advantage of our characterizationof the verifiability theory of meaning that it does not prescribethe
verifiability definition of meaning but that it clarifiesthis
definition together with its entailed decisions.It is the
method of the logical signpost which we apply here, leaving the decisionto everyoneas his personalmatter. If we
decide, personally, for the verifiability theory, this is because its consequences,
the combination of meaning and
action, appear to us so important that we do not want to
(
miss them.
We must ask, however, whether the substantiationwe
give here for empirical meaning applies to each of the three
kinds of meaning comprised by us in the concept of empirical meaning. In entering into this inquiry, we shall
meet with remarkable results.
We have already pointed out that the domain of merely
logical meaning includes propositions which can never be
used for action. This is becausetheir truth-value is not
accessibleto us. Thus this domain turns out to be of a
kind similar in this respect to super-empiricalmeaning;
propositions of merely logical meaning as well as superempirical propositionsare inconvertible, are not utilizable
for actions.
On the other hand, if we regard physical truth meaning,
we find that this definition cannot be justified by utilizability either. In $ 3 we discussedthe differencebetween
truth and weight, and we showed that truth can only be
determined for sentencFsconcerning the pastl whereas
sentencesconcerning the future can be ranged only within
the scaleof weight, their truth-value being unknown to us.
We added that this entails a preponderanceof weight, in
opposition to truth, as soon as the viewpoint of action is
introduced; for actions are to be basedon statementsconcerning the future. Statementsconcerningpast events as-
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sume importance for actions only in so far as they lead to
statements concerning the future, i.e., in so far as they
furnish a basis for a determination of the weight of statements. The problem of theseinferencesto statementscon-

favor of the verifiability theory of meaning-that those
sentenceswhich can furnish a basis for actions are to be

classof sentenceswith an appraisedweight. It would be
erroneousto say that these sentencesare a possiblebasis
for action only becausethey ryill eventually be verified as
true or false; for as soon as they are so verified they are no
longer a basis for action-the events describedin the sentences being then passedand no longer accessibleto actions. It is therefore just the predicate of weight which
indicates the link between statement and action.
So our analysisleads us to ascribea unique position to
the probability theory of meaning. It is just this theory
of meaning which is distinguished by the postulate of a
relation betweenmeaning and action. The line of separation in the domain of meaning, as far as it is determined
by the postulateof utilizability of statements,cuts through
the domain of empirical rneaning; it leaves the merely
logical meaning on the same side as super-empiricalmean-
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ing, determining both as comprehending inconvertible
statements. On the other side of the line, we find both
physical truth meaning and probability meaning; but the
first only becauseit is connected with the second-only
because true sentences may lead to sentences having a
weight, can they serve as a basis for action. Combining,
as in $ 7, both physical truth meaning and probability
meaning under the name of physical meaning, we may say
that the domain of physical meaning is the utilizable
domain. Therefore it is the probability theory of meaning
alone which allows us to satisfy the postulate connecting
meaning and utilizability.'r
ir
This is of importance in respect to a criticism of positivism. Positivists have defended their concept of meaning
by insisting that only theirs has meaning; we found that
this is an unwarranted absolutism, and that the question
of the entailed decisionsof the given definition of meaning
had to be raised. We tried to show that there is a distinction in favor of a definition which connects meaning with
verifiability, but we discover now, on a more exact consideration, that this distinction is opposed to a theory
which restricts meaning to absolutely verifiable sentences

-sentences verifiable as true or false only. In our search
for tenable arguments in favor of the verifiability theory
of meaning,we find thereforethat'these argumentslead to
an expansion of this theory; they should incline the positivist to connect meaning with the wider concept of weight
and not with the concept of truth.
Our theory of meaning may th€refore be called a further development of positivism, as well as being conceived
as a further development of pragmatism. This connection
with positivism has a psychologicalfoundation. It seems
to me that the psychological motives which led positivists
to their theory of meaning are to be sought in the connection between meaning and action and that it was the
postulate of utilizability which always stood behind the
positivistic theory of meaning, as well as behind the pragmatic theory, where indeed it was explicitly stated. Yet
what was overlooked,at least by positivists, was the fact
that no true statements concerning the future can ever be
attained. This correspondsto the state of epistemology at
the time of the foundation of positivism. The probability
character of knowledge was.not recognized;the laws of
physics were taken to be strictly valid for empirical phenomena, and it was tacitly' supposed that they furnish
statements concerning the future which are to be taken
as absolutely true. We read in the books of the older positivists that the object of scienceis to foreseethe future and
that this constitutes the very significanceof science.This
was said, however, without considering the fact that predicting the future presupposes inductions and that the
problem of induction must be solved before a theory of
meaning can be given which includes the predictive function of science. Although the problem of induction had
been unfolded in all its rigor by Hume, its relevance was
not seen,and a naive absolutismconcerningfuture-propo-

t4 Among my former publications concerning the probability theory of meaning, I may mention the following. The idea that empirical propositions are not
to be conceived as two-valued entities but are to be dealt with as having a
"truth-value" within a continuous scale of probability (a view which demands
that they be considered within a probability logic) was 6rst expounded by me
at the first congressof "Erkenntnislehre der exakten Wissenschaften" in Prague
in 1929 (cf, Erkenntnis, I [1930], 170-73). A continuation of these ideas was
presented to the following congress, held in K6nigsberg in 1930 (cf. ibid., lI
[1931], l56-7l). The constructign of the probability logic demanded by me has
been carried through, in the forh of a logistic calculus (including the theory of
modalities), in my paper "WahrscheinlichkeitsJogik," Bcrichte der Bcrliner
lkademic Wisscnsr.haftcn(math.-phys. Kl. [19321)tcf. alsomybook lVahrscheinlichheitslehrc.The two principles of the probability theory of meaning given in
$ 7 were first formulated in "Logistic Empiricism in Germany and the Present
No. 5 (March 12,
State of lts Problems," Journal o! Philosophy, XXXIII,
1936),14748 and 154.
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sitions was joined to the verifiability conception of meaning. But on account of this very combination, the latter
conception did not lead to far-reaching restrictions of the
content of science.
A more critical attitude was developed in the second
phase of positivism--its critical phase. Hume's skeptical
objections against induction were accepted, and the failure of any attempt to arrive at a logical solution of induction became more obvious in terms of the pretensioils of
precision developed in logistics. The impossibility of obtaining certain knowledge about future events was recognized, and this cognizanceled, in combination with the
postulate of logic as two-valued, to the repudiation of every
attempt to interpret scientific propositions as forecastsof
future experience. Thus resulted the modern positivistic
theory, a strange combination of common-senseelements
with a doctrinaire radicalism, which contradicted every
unbiasedview of the intentions of science.The postulate
of absoluteverifiability, when pronouncedwithin science,
has been mitigated by inconsequentapplication and therefore could do no harm; but in the hands of philosophers it
was exaggerated to a radicalism which questioned the
legitimacy of the very aim of science-the previsionof the
future. Wittgenstein, the most radical mind among modern positivists, writes: "That the sun will rise to-morrow
is a hypothesis; and that means that we do not know
whether it will rise."'s He does not realize that there are
degreesin the domain of the unknown, such as we have
expressedby the predicate of weight. Keeping strictly to
the postulate of a$solute verifiability, he arrives at the
conclusion that nothing can be said about the future.
This does not imply for him that future propositions are
meaningless;they have meaning, but their truth-value is

unknown. It indicates, however, that he cannot construct
a connection between meaning and action. If we divest his
theory of its dogmatical attire, and apply our test of the
decisionsentailed, we come to the following determination:
for Wittgenstein a sentence is meaningful when \ile can
wait for its verification. 'fhe stress is on the term "wait
for"l we cannot actively utilize the proposition-we can
only passively wait for knowledge about it. It is obvious
that for this purpose his definition of meaning as verifiability is sufficient. But it is obvious also that in this way an
important and healthy tendency of the older positivism
has been abandoned-the tendency to combine meaning
and action. The decomposing processof analysis has not
been accompaniedin this caseby a constructive process;the
possibilityof basingmeaningon the predicateof weight has
been overlooked becausea satisfactory interpretation of
this predicate could not be developed. The key to a theory
of meaning correspondingto the intentions of physics lies in
the probability problem. It has been the fate of the positivistic doctrines that they have been driven by logical criticism into an intellectual'asceticismwhich has suppressedall
understanding of the "bridging" task of science-the task
of constructing a bridg'e from the known to the urlknown,
from the past to the future. The cause for this unhealthy
doctrinairism is to be found in underestimating the concept of probability. Probability is not an invention made
for the sport of gamblers, or for the businessof social statistics; it is the essential form of every judgment concerning the future and the representative of truth for any case
where absolute truth cannot be obtained.
A further consequenceof this lack of insight into the
significance of the concept of probability becomes manifest in the erroneousinterpretation of the relation between
direct and indirect sentences. The principle of retrogres-
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sion has its origin in mistaking the probability relation between these two kinds of sentencesand in replacing it by
a-nequivalence. This principle may therefore be considered
as the typical expressionof the too narrow logicism which
characterizesthis form of positivism, of the unwarranted
simplification which does violence to the actual structure
of science.The positivism of the radical sort cannot be
considered as an interpretation of indirect sentencescorresponding to the practice of physics.
The more tolerant representatives of positivism recognized this discrepancy between their theory and actual
sciencel and so they looked for an expansionof the narrow
definition of meaningpreviouslyaccepted.Carnap in some
recent publications'6has developed an expansion of the
criterion of the meaningful in which the idea of absolute
verification is abandoned;he introduces instead the concept of "degree of confirmation," which furnishes a graduated series of propositions, and which is to apply to predictions as well as to propositions concerning past events.
This "degree of confirmation" corresponds, in many respects,to our "weight"l with the difference,however, that
Carnap doubts whether it is identical with "probability."
It seemgto me a sign of great progressthat with this new
theory of Carnap the development of the conceptionsof
the Vienna Circle turns in a direction leading to a closer
connectionwith physics and to a better approximation to
the actual state of knowledge; with this change an old
difference between Carnap's conceptions and mine, which
was the subject of manyp discussionr'7
is considerablyreduced. A discussionof Carnap's new conception must,
'6 "Wahrheit und Bewihrung," lctes da Congrls Internalional de Philosophie
Scicntifque, t9j5 (Paris, 1936), IV, 18; "Testability and Meaning," Philosophy
o/ S c ienc e,I I I ( 1 9 3 6 ) , 4 2 0 , a n d ib id .,lV ( 1 9 3 7 ) , l.
'z Cf. the discussion on the congress of Prague, 1929, reported in Erkenntnis,

I (1e30),268-70.
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however, be postponed until he has given some additional
information concerning a determination of his "degree of
confirmation" and the rules of operating with it. From our
point of view, all these questions are answered by the
theory of probability, and chapter v will present our
in detail; but, if the interpretation in terms of
"ns*itr
probability is not accepted by Carnap, he must develop a
theory of his own about degrees of confirmation. The
main difficulty of such a theory will lie in the problem of
the application of the degree of confirmation to actions;
the problem of induction will arise for Carnap in a new
form if the solution of this problem within the frame of a
logic of probability, such as developed by me, is not considered as applicable to his interpretation of the "weight"
of propositions.
Let us add some words concerning the second principle
of the verifiability theory of meaning. As we showed, it is
the logical function of this principle to cut off any surplus
meaning which might be supposedin a proposition beyond
its verifiable content. It performs this function in a very
"polite" way: it doesnot forbid "metaphysical" concepts,
and deities, but it states:
like forces,tendencies,essences,
if there is an equivalent nonrhetaphysical proposition, i.e.,
a proposition which does not use these terms, but which
has the same truth-value as the first one for all possible
facts, then both propositions have the same meaning.
Thus the "metaphysical" proposition is deprived of its
pretended surplus meaning and reduced to an equivalent
nonmetaphysical proposition. This process of cutting off
metaphysical claims was first insisted upon by the nominalists of the Middle Ages. William of Ockham pronounced
the principle in the form, "entia non sunt multiplicanda
praeter necessitatemr" and since that time "Ockham's
razof' has been the program of every consequent empiri-
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cism or logicism. Leibnitz' "principium identitatis indiscernibilium" and its application to the problems of space
and motion, Hume's reduction of causality to an invariable successionin time, and Mach's criticism of the concept of force and of Newton's theory of space constitute
examplesof the application of the secondprinciple of the
verifiability theory of meaning,i.e., of Ockham's principle;
in modern physics, it was above all Einstein's theory of
relativity which opened to Ockham's principle a new
domain of application. It is not only the relativity of motion which we must mention here;there are alsomany other
parts of Einstein's theories,such as his conceptionof simultaneity and his principle of equivalenceof gravitation and
acceleration, which are to be conceived as an outcome of
the second principle of the verifiability theory of meaning.
This principle may therefore be called the very basis of an
antimetaphysicalattitude.
What we said about the necessaryexpansion of the first
principle of the verifiability theory of meaning is, however, valid for the secondprinciple as well. Our insisting on
the postulate of absolute verifiability would lead us to renounce any application of the principle becausethere are
no sentenceswhich can be absolutely verified. If we want
to be able to point out sentenceswhich have equal meaning, we must content ourselves with showing that they
obtain an equal weight by all observable facts. We need
not enter into a further investigation of this, as the discussion would only repeat the arguments of the analysis of
the first principle.
As to the first principle, it was the effect of the transition from the postulate of absolute verification to the
postulate of determinability of a weight that the domain
of physical meaning was enlarged; propositions which had
no meaning for the first conception obtained meaning for

the second. Correspondingly, the same transition for the
second principle implies an increase of the differences of
meaning; propositionswhich have the samemeaningwithin the physical truth theory of meaning may have different
meaning within the probability theory of meaning. This
occurs when the facts neededfor the absoluteverification
of a proposition are not realizable for physical reasons,
whereas there are facts physically possible which furnish
different degreesof probability to the proposition in question. In our later investigationswe shall discusssome examplesof this kind ($ 14); they will show the importance
which such a refinement of our logical instruments may
obtain in the pursuit of the interpretation of the language
of scienceand daily life.
If our expansionof the conceptof meaningshould be attacked on the ground that our wider concept of meaning
might open the door to metaphysics,this would be entirely erroneous.Our theory of meaning is able to adopt Ockham's razor in a fitting form; the formulation we gave to
the second principle cuts off all empty additions to sentences as well as does the formulation within the truth
theory of meaning. The probability theory of meaning
thereforemaintains the antitnetaphysicalposition of positivism and pragmatism, without taking over the too narrow conception of meaning from which thesetheories suffer
if they are interpreted according to the strict wording of
their programs.
Conversely, we must say that it is the probability
theory of meaning alone which may give a satisfactory
substantiation to the secondprinciple of the verifiability
theory of meaning. We pointed out that a substantiation
of the verifiability theory of meaning consistsin a relation
between meaning and action; our example of the "divine
animal" showed that we may co-ordinate to a given
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"super-empirical" proposition an empirical one which
leads to the same actions. The second principle does nothing but formulate the consequencewhich this idea implies
for a theory of meaning basedon the relation of meaning to
action. We may state it in the form: if two sentenceswill
lead us under all possible conditions to the same actions,
they have the same meaning. However, this formulation is
possibleonly within the probability theory of meaning; for
only if we introduce the predicate of weight can the relation of meaning and action be demonstrated. On the
other hand, it becomesobvious from this formulation that
the antimetaphysical function of the principle is kept. In
our formulation also the principle denies any "superempirical meaning" and states: there is as much meaning
in a proposition. as can be utilized for action. With this
formulation, the closerelation of the probability theory of
meaning to pragmatism becomes still more obvious; we
think, though, that our theory, by using the concepts of
probability and weight, may furnish a better justification
of the relation between meaning and action than pragmatism is able to give. This outcome of the probability theory
of meaning-the connection of meaning and actionseems to me the best guaranty of its correspondenceto
empirical scienceand to the intention of languagein actual
r ,\
life.
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